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Form A 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsections 88 (1A) and (1) 

EXCLUSIONARY PROVISIONS AND  

ASSOCIATED CARTEL PROVISIONS: 

APPLICATION FOR AUTHORISATION 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Application is hereby made under subsection(s) 88 (1A)/88 (1) of the Competition and 

Consumer Act 2010 for an authorisation: 

 to make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of which 

would be, or might be, a cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part IV 

of that Act and which would also be, or might also be, an exclusionary provision 

within the meaning of section 45 of that Act. 

 to give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding that is, or 

may be, a cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part IV of that Act and 

which is also, or may also be, an exclusionary provision within the meaning of section 

45 of that Act. 

 to make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, where a provision of 

the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding would be, or might be, an 

exclusionary provision within the meaning of section 45 of that Act. 

 to give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding where the 

provision is, or may be, an exclusionary provision within the meaning of section 45 of 

that Act. 

(Strike out whichever is not applicable) 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1. Applicant  

 (a) Name of Applicant: 
(Refer to direction 2) 

Communications Alliance Ltd (“CA”), on behalf of itself and its members 

(“Members”). 

 

 (b) Description of business carried on by applicant: 
(Refer to direction 3) 

CA is the primary industry organisation for the telecommunications sector in 

Australia.  Its more than 150 Members are drawn from a wide cross-section of the 

communications industry, including carriers, carriage service providers, internet 
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service providers, content providers, cloud-based providers, equipment vendors, IT 

companies, consultants and business groups. 

CA’s vision is to provide a unified voice for the telecommunications industry and 

to lead it into the next generation of converging networks, technologies and 

services.  

The prime mission of CA is to promote the growth of the Australian 

communications industry and to protect consumer interests by fostering the highest 

standards of business ethics and behaviour through industry self-governance.  

CA creates and maintains the co-regulatory and self-regulatory industry Standards, 

Codes and Guidelines that are made in accordance with the co-regulatory 

framework prescribed by the Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth).  For example, 

CA has developed the Telecommunications Consumer Protections Code 

C628:2012, which is a code of conduct designed to ensure good service and fair 

outcomes for all consumers of telecommunications products in Australia.  All 

carriage service providers who supply telecommunications products to consumers 

in Australia are required to observe and comply with this Code.   

CA also engages in policy debate and development, political advocacy and 

consumer liaison on behalf of its members.  CA has been a leading participant in 

discussions and consultations with its members, the Federal Government and 

intellectual property rights holders in relation to online copyright infringement in 

an attempt to identify and agree on a package of measures for addressing online 

copyright infringement that is efficient, fair and cost-effective for all parties, 

including consumers.  CA acknowledges that online copyright infringement is a 

significant problem and has recommended that the Federal Government consider 

closely the “follow the money” strategies being pursued in the United Kingdom, 

which attack the viability of websites that promote, facilitate or engage in online 

copyright infringement (“Infringement Websites”) by choking off the flow of 

advertising revenues to those websites, as part of a multi-faceted approach to 

solving the problem. 

For more details about CA, see http://www.commsalliance.com.au. 

 

 (c) Address in Australia for service of documents on the applicant: 

Communications Alliance Ltd 

Level 12, 75 Miller St 

North Sydney NSW 2060 

 

http://www.commsalliance.com.au/
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2. Contract, arrangement or understanding 

 (a) Description of the contract, arrangement or understanding, whether proposed or 
actual, for which authorisation is sought: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

CA proposes to establish an arrangement, as part of a multi-faceted approach, under 

which signatories to the arrangement will individually and jointly take steps 

designed to prevent their products or services being advertised on specified 

Infringement Websites (as defined above).  The arrangement is proposed to be 

published by CA as an Industry Guidance Note, and Members would be entitled to 

become signatories.  The arrangement would be voluntary for Members.   

This approach, embodied in the proposed arrangement, is often referred to as a 

“follow the money” strategy, and is designed to combat and limit online copyright 

infringement by reducing the advertising revenues that flow to web-sites that are 

infringement-focused, thus reducing the commercial incentive to be engaged in 

such activities.  A United States study (Good Money Gone Bad) concluded that 

advertising is financially very lucrative for Infringement Websites and drives 

profits for their operators.  The report noted that a coordinated effort by 

stakeholders is required (page 13). 

The arrangement is proposed to include the following elements: 

 the creation and provision to signatories of a Communications Alliance 

Industry Guidance Note (“IGN”). The IGN will contain detailed 

information on how to comply with the arrangement. This will include the 

terms of the arrangement and  guidance as to technical and commercial 

approaches that signatories should pursue,  including  practical advice on 

how to implement policies  with advertising agencies to prevent the 

signatories’ products or services being advertised on specified 

Infringement Websites; 

 the publication of a list of specified Infringement Websites for use by 

signatories; 

 the preparation and maintenance of the list of specified Infringement 

Websites to be approved and maintained independently of CA and 

signatories, and to include a process for formal review and consideration 

of websites before placement on the list; 

 the availability of a simple review and appeal mechanism in relation to the 

Infringement Website list to deal with circumstances where individual 

website owners claim that their website is legitimate and should be 

removed from the list. 
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CA has commenced preliminary discussions with the Federal Government on a 

potential framework for the preparation and maintenance of the Infringement 

Website list.  The list will focus, at least initially, on Australian Infringement 

Websites, because Members typically advertise on Australian websites of various 

types.  Its composition will take advantage of existing industry mechanisms such as 

the website endorsement frameworks of the Australian Direct Marketing 

Association (ADMA) and the Internet Advertising Sales Houses of Australia 

(IASH).  

CA also notes that other organisations, who represent members in different sectors, 

are also proposing to address the problem in a similar manner.  These include 

Music Rights Australia and the Audited Media Association of Australia.  A number 

of other organisations, in discussions with CA, have expressed in-principle support 

and a potential desire to join the arrangement at some point in the future. 

  

 (b) Description of those provisions of the contract, arrangement or understanding 
described at 2 (a) that are, or would or might be, exclusionary provisions and (if 
applicable) are, or would or might be, cartel provisions: 
(Refer to direction 4) 

The provisions of the proposed arrangement that seek to regulate or coordinate the 

conduct of Members which are signatories, so as to prevent such signatories’ 

products or services being advertised on specified Infringement Websites, might be 

exclusionary provisions or cartel provisions. 

 

 (c) Description of the goods or services to which the contract, arrangement or 
understanding (whether proposed or actual) relate: 

The arrangement will relate to services for the provision of advertisements on 

websites in Australia.  Specifically, the arrangement affects the acquisition of those 

services by signatory Members.  The relevant advertisements would include, but 

not be limited to, website display advertising, banner advertisements, pop-up ads, 

sponsorships and promotional marketing messages. 

 

 (d) The term for which authorisation of the provision of the contract, arrangement or 
understanding (whether proposed or actual) is being sought and grounds supporting 
this period of authorisation: 

The authorisation is sought for an initial five year period.  As the problem of online 

copyright infringement has been ongoing for a number of years, and is expected to 

never be completely resolved, CA submits that the arrangement, in one form or 

another, will be usefully employed for a substantial period.  It goes without saying 

that Federal Government policy, with which the proposed arrangement is consistent 
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and which it supports, will be highly likely to be firmly against online copyright 

infringement in the long term.  In CA’s view, any arrangement which achieves 

some success in addressing the problem of copyright infringement must be kept in 

place.  If it is removed, then that simply opens up opportunities for infringers to re-

enter the marketplace. 

CA proposes to review the arrangement during the term to seek to determine 

whether the arrangement has acted to reduce the flow of advertising funds to 

targeted web-sites and contributed to an overall reduction in online copyright 

infringement in Australia.  Modifications might be made to the arrangement in the 

light of the result of the evaluation, in which case application will be made to vary 

the authorisation, if necessary.  

 

3. Parties to the proposed arrangement 

 (a) Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by other parties or 
proposed parties to the contract or proposed contract, arrangement or 
understanding: 

The parties to the proposed arrangement would be CA and those among its 

Members that choose to join the arrangement. Members of CA include carriers, 

carriage service providers, content providers, cloud-based providers, equipment 

vendors, law firms and consultants. 

Members carry on the businesses of the construction and operation of 

telecommunications networks, the provision to their customers of 

telecommunications services, internet services, IT services and cloud services, and 

the supply of other telecommunications and IT-related goods and services.  

Members are listed on our website at http://www.commsalliance.com.au. CA is 

able to provide a list of its Members from time to time and will maintain a list of 

signatories to the proposed arrangement in a public register.  

Interest has been expressed by some other industry organisations, the members of 

which might apply to join the proposed arrangement at some point in the future.  

CA would be pleased to facilitate discussion with the ACCC about potential 

broader applicability of the proposed arrangement and/or the creation of additional, 

complementary arrangements should the circumstances arise. 

 

 (b) Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by parties and other 
persons on whose behalf this application is made: 

See (a) above. 

 

http://www.commsalliance.com.au/
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4. Public benefit claims  

 (a) Arguments in support of application for authorisation: 
(Refer to direction 6) 

Rights holders have claimed that online copyright infringement, primarily via 

improper file-sharing on the internet, has damaging financial effects and is costing 

Australian companies in the television/film/video, music and other creative sectors 

close to $1 billion per annum in lost revenues through reduced sales.  The 

Australian Content Industry Group (ACIG), which represents a coalition of rights 

holders, states that the retail value lost to their industry sector through online 

copyright infringement via file-sharing by Australian consumers in 2010 was 

A$900 million and is growing rapidly. 

The Australian Federation Against Copyright Theft (now the Australian Screen 

Association) commissioned a study by Ipsos and Oxford Economics, released in 

January 2011, which claimed that the direct losses to the movie industry alone in 

Australia from copyright infringement in the 12 months leading to Q3 2010 totalled 

A$575m and that the total loss in sales across the Australian economy in the same 

period was $1.37 billion. 

Any reduction in the scope and frequency of online copyright infringement in 

Australia would: 

- act to support the Federal Government’s policy intention to curb the incidence 

of online copyright infringement; 

- promote the lawful accessing and sale of content in a range of sectors including 

film, television, music, software and gaming;  

- boost employment in a wide range of creative and content fields in Australia; 

and 

- benefit creative artists who are responsible for generating content in a wide 

range of fields and who rely on the sale of such content for their livelihoods.  

The proposed arrangement, by taking the “follow the money” approach, seeks to 

attack the viability of Infringement Websites by choking off the flow of advertising 

revenues to those websites, as part of a multi-faceted approach to solving the 

problem of online copyright infringement.  As such websites are funded, and derive 

significant profits, from advertising, any effective and coordinated approach to 

choke off the flow of advertising would, by definition, give at least some of the 

public benefits specified above. 

While it is difficult to quantify the effect on the advertising revenue of 

Infringement Websites of the proposed arrangement (given that it involves only a 

portion of potential advertisers, although Members are significant advertisers), CA 

makes the following additional comments. 
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Total online advertising revenue in Australia reached A$3.6 billion in 2012-13, and 

is growing by approximately 15% per annum, according to a study by 

Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC) reported in August 2013 (see Attachment 4). 

Given that the list of Infringement Websites targeted by the arrangement is not yet 

finalised, it is not possible at this point to estimate the value of the advertising 

revenues that would be targeted by the arrangement. 

There is, however, some international experience that points to the actual benefit of 

the arrangement.  In the United Kingdom, the Police Intellectual Property Crime 

Unit (PIPCU) has initiated a project dubbed ‘Operation Creative’ which seeks to 

stem the flow of revenue to infringing sites by creating an Infringing Website List 

(IWL) which is compiled by rights holders or industry bodies and overseen and 

managed by The City of London Police.  The initiative – described in the attached 

article from the Guardian newspaper in the UK - is run by PIPCU and involves 

participation by the British Recorded Music Industry (BPI), the International 

Federation of Phonographic Industries (IFPI), the Federation Against Copyright 

Theft (FACT), the Publisher’s Association (PA), the Internet Advertising Bureau 

UK (IAB), the Incorporated Society of British Advertisers and the Institute of 

Practitioners in Advertising (IPA). 

The introduction of the IWL follows a three month pilot that took place in 2013 and 

was deemed have had a positive impact, with a 12% reduction in advertising from 

major brands on the identified websites. 

 

 (b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

Facts and evidence have been set out in the above sections. 

Reference has been made to a number of documents, as follows, and these are 

attached as Attachments 1 to 6:  

Attachment 1 - Australian Government Online Copyright Infringement Discussion 

Paper, July 2014; 

Attachment 2 - Guardian newspaper article, 3 April 2014 on ‘follow the money’ 

strategy in the United Kingdom (reproduced with permission of the publisher); 

Attachment 3 - Sphere Analysis report “The Impact of Internet Piracy on the 

Australian Economy” February 2011; 

Attachment 4 - Ipsos Media CT & Oxford Economics report: “Economic 

Consequences of Movie Piracy”: January 2011; 

Attachment 5 - “Follow the Money: Financial Options to Assist in the Battle 

Against Online IP Piracy”: Discussion Paper by Mike Weatherley MP, Intellectual 

Property Adviser to the UK Prime Minister, June 2014; 
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Attachment 6 - “Good Money Gone Bad”: Digital Citizens Alliance Discussion 

Paper, February 2014. 

 

5. Market definition  

  Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services described at 2 
(c) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets including: significant 
suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the relevant goods or services; any 
restriction on the supply or acquisition of the relevant goods or services (for 
example geographic or legal restrictions): 
(Refer to direction 7) 

The relevant market is the market for the acquisition of advertising services on 

Australian websites.  Members are active in this market but would represent a 

minor proportion of the overall advertising market.  Other acquirers would include 

typical advertisers represented in other media, including all major retailers, as well 

as manufacturers, distributors and suppliers of the entire range of consumer goods 

and services.  CA does not have available to it any facts relevant to the breakdown 

of relative spend on advertising, or the size of the relevant market. 

 

6. Public detriments 

 (a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the contract arrangement 
or understanding for which authorisation is sought, in particular the likely effect of 
the contract arrangement or understanding, on the prices of the goods or services 
described at 2 (c) and the prices of goods or services in other affected markets: 
(Refer to direction 8) 

CA considers that there may be public detriment resulting from the proposed 

arrangement, but that any such detriment would be exceptionally minor. 

The arrangement is intended to act to reduce advertising revenue flowing to the 

Infringement Websites and thereby make them less viable or non-viable.  If some 

or all of these websites ceased operating this could act to: 

- make infringing activity, as a means of obtaining online content, less accessible 

to Australian internet users (but in CA’s view, this cannot reasonably be 

characterised as a public detriment); and 

- result in some loss of employment for the relatively low number of people 

presently employed by operators of the Infringement Websites. 

CA submits, however, that any potential reduction in the employment of persons 

working for Infringement Websites would be more than outweighed by boosts in 

employment within and the additional revenues generated by the creative and 

content industries, due to reduced infringement.  CA further submits that, overall, 

the public benefits far outweigh any public detriment.   
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 (b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

CA does not have available to it any facts or evidence relating to the numbers of 

people employed by operators of the Infringement Websites  

 

7. Contracts, arrangements or understandings in similar terms  

  This application for authorisation may also be expressed to be made in relation to 
other contracts, arrangements or understandings or proposed contracts, 
arrangements or understandings, that are or will be in similar terms to the 
abovementioned contract, arrangement or understanding. 

 (a) Is this application to be so expressed? 

No. (The arrangement may be entered into by a number of parties, being Members, 

and this is taken to be the same arrangement as the arrangement proposed by CA 

above.) 

 

 (c) If so, the following information is to be furnished:  

 (i) description of any variations between the contract, arrangement or understanding 
for which authorisation is sought and those contracts, arrangements or 
understandings that are stated to be in similar terms: 
(Refer to direction 9) 

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................... 

 (ii) Where the parties to the similar term contract(s) are known — names, addresses 
and descriptions of business carried on by those other parties: 
(Refer to direction 10)  

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................... 
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 (iii) Where the parties to the similar term contract(s) are not known — description of 
the class of business carried on by those possible parties: 

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................... 

8. Joint Ventures  

 (a) Does this application deal with a matter relating to a joint venture (See section 4J of 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010)? 

No. 

 

 (b) If so, are any other applications being made simultaneously with this application in 
relation to that joint venture? 

N/A. 

 

 (c) If so, by whom or on whose behalf are those other applications being made? 
 

N/A. 

 

9. Further information 

 (a) Name, postal address and telephone contact details of the person authorised by the 
applicant seeking authorisation to provide additional information in relation to this 
application: 

Mr John Stanton 

Chief Executive Officer 

Communications Alliance Ltd 

Level 12, 75 Miller St 

North Sydney NSW 2060  

 

 

Dated...8 September 2014 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

................................................................................ 

(Signature) 

John Stanton 

(Full Name) 

elizabeth
Stamp
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Communications Alliance Ltd 

(Organisation) 

Chief Executive Officer 

(Position in organisation) 
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DIRECTIONS 

1. Use Form A if the contract, arrangement or understanding includes a provision which is, 
or might be, a cartel provision and which is also, or might also be, an exclusionary 
provision. Use Form B if the contract, arrangement or understanding includes a provision 
which is, or might be, a cartel provision or a provision which would have the purpose, or 
would or might have the effect, of substantially lessening competition. It may be 
necessary to use both forms for the same contract, arrangement or understanding. 

 In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting 
evidence, that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their 
application for authorisation. 

 Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the 
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and signed by or 
on behalf of the applicant. 

2. Where the application is made by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the 
corporation is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the 
application and the application is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation 
to do so. 

3. Describe that part of the applicant’s business relating to the subject matter of the contract, 
arrangement or understanding in respect of which authorisation is sought. 

4. Provide details of the contract, arrangement or understanding (whether proposed or 
actual) in respect of which the authorisation is sought. Provide details of those provisions 
of the contract, arrangement or understanding that are, or would or might be, exclusionary 
provisions. Provide details of those provisions of the contract, arrangement or 
understanding that are, or would or might be, cartel provisions. 

 In providing these details: 

 (a) to the extent that any of the details have been reduced to writing, provide a true 
copy of the writing; and 

 (b) to the extent that any of the details have not been reduced to writing, provide a full 
and correct description of the particulars that have not been reduced to writing. 

5. Where authorisation is sought on behalf of other parties provide details of each of those 
parties including names, addresses, descriptions of the business activities engaged in 
relating to the subject matter of the authorisation, and evidence of the party’s consent to 
authorisation being sought on their behalf. 

6. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result from the 
proposed contract, arrangement or understanding including quantification of those 
benefits where possible. 

7. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be effected by the contract, arrangement or 
understanding in particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for 
the good or service that is the subject matter of the application for authorisation. 

8. Provide details of the detriments to the public, including those resulting from any 
lessening of competition, which may result from the proposed contract, arrangement or 
understanding. Provide quantification of those detriments where possible. 
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9. Where the application is made also in respect of other contracts, arrangements or 
understandings, which are or will be in similar terms to the contract, arrangement or 
understanding referred to in item 2, furnish with the application details of the manner in 
which those contracts, arrangements or understandings vary in their terms from the 
contract, arrangements or understanding referred to in item 2. 

10. Where authorisation is sought on behalf of other parties provide details of each of those 
parties including names, addresses, and descriptions of the business activities engaged in 
relating to the subject matter of the authorisation, and evidence of the party’s consent to 
authorisation being sought on their behalf. 
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Introduction 

There are a number of factors that contribute to online copyright infringement in Australia. These 

factors include the availability and affordability of lawful content, the ease with which consumers 

can access unlawful material and consumer awareness of legitimate services. Accordingly, any 

response to online copyright infringement cannot just come from government. Action is also 

required from rights holders, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and ultimately consumers as well.  

Online copyright infringement by individuals has been a long standing issue, with Australians 

commonly identified as having high illegal download rates.
2
 Infringement has been facilitated on 

a commercial scale through dedicated websites, predominantly based overseas.  

Australia also has international obligations to provide protections for copyrighted material. These include 

bilateral free trade agreements with countries like the United States and Singapore, and multilateral 

treaties made under the World Intellectual Property Organization and the World Trade Organization. 

 

This paper outlines the Government’s proposed approach to amending the Copyright Act 1968 to 

provide a legal framework within which rights holders, ISPs and consumer representatives can 

develop flexible, fair and workable approaches to reducing online copyright infringement. This 

framework aims to provide certainty as to legal liability, streamline the process by which rights 

holders can seek relief from the courts to block access to websites providing infringing material, 

and provide an incentive for market participants to work together to address online copyright 

infringement. 

Online copyright infringement remains relatively strong in Australia, but is falling internationally.  

This paper therefore seeks views on other actions that may assist in reducing online copyright 

infringement in the future. 

Overseas experience 

Australia is not alone in trying to address this issue. There is much to be learned from overseas 

experience, particularly in the United States, the United Kingdom and New Zealand.  

In the United States, the Center for Copyright Information (CCI), an industry body comprised of 

representatives of rights holders and ISPs, established by a voluntary industry agreement called 

the Copyright Alert System. The Copyright Alert System is a scheme where rights holders send 

notices of alleged copyright infringement to participating ISPs. The ISP matches the allegedly 

infringing internet protocol (IP) address with the relevant subscriber and sends the subscriber the 

appropriate copyright alert. Each repeat infringement from a subscriber account will result in a 

new notice. The first two notices are ‘educational’ notices, which inform subscribers of the 

alleged infringement, remind them of copyright rules and encourage them to seek content through 

legitimate sources. The third and fourth notices are ‘acknowledgment’ notices which, in addition 

to the education notice, require acknowledgment from the subscriber, for example, by clicking on 

a pop-up notice. The final two notices advise that a ‘mitigation measure’ will be applied. The 

particular mitigation measure is decided by the ISP, and may include, for example, reduction of 

internet speed, or redirection to a landing page until the subscriber contacts the ISP. The costs of 

the Copyright Alert System are divided equally between rights holders and ISPs.   

The United Kingdom is adopting a similar approach. In July 2014, the United Kingdom 

Government announced the ‘Creative Content UK’ scheme. It is an industry agreement between 

rights holders and ISPs to forward educational notices to internet users whose accounts are being 

used for online copyright infringement. Creative Content UK will be part of a campaign to inform 

and educate the public about copyright issues and the notices will focus on educating consumers 

about how they can access legitimate content. This campaign will be partly funded by the 

United Kingdom Government.   

                                                        
2 Online Behaviours, An Australian study, UMR Research December 2012 estimates this rate at 21 per cent of all Australians 

over the age of 18. 
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Alternatively, New Zealand provides a statutory ‘graduated response scheme’ which allows rights 

holders to send notices of alleged infringement to an ISP which are processed by the ISP and then 

forwarded on to their subscribers. Three escalating notices are sent to repeat infringers, with a 

new notice for each infringement—a detection notice, a warning notice and lastly an enforcement 

notice. An ISP may charge a rights holder up to $25 for each notice that it processes. After the 

third notice, the rights holder may make a claim to the Copyright Tribunal seeking an order for 

compensation. The Copyright Tribunal may award up to $15,000. 

It is fair to say that there have been varying responses to the different overseas approaches. 

However, it is clear that a range of measures are required to effectively address online copyright 

infringement. Therefore, the Government wishes to establish a flexible framework that would 

allow for a wide variety of solutions. However, such solutions must be in the interests of all—

rights holders, ISPs and consumers. 

 

Have your say 

The Government is seeking responses to the questions set out in this paper. Please note that we are 

not seeking comment on issues that were considered by the Australian Law Reform Commission 

Inquiry into Copyright and the Digital Economy,
3
 or the House of Representatives Standing 

Committee on Infrastructure and Communications Inquiry into IT Pricing.
4
  

All submissions received will be considered by the Government in the process of finalising the 

proposals. We encourage those who have a view on the issues outlined in this discussion paper to 

make a written submission by Monday 1 September 2014. 

The preferred method of receiving submissions is via the online form on the Attorney-General’s 

Department website.   

Written submissions can also be sent to: 

Commercial and Administrative Law Branch 

Attorney-General's Department 

3-5 National Circuit 

BARTON  ACT  2600 

or 

copyrightconsultation@ag.gov.au 

Submissions received may be made public on the Attorney-General’s Department website unless 

otherwise specified. Submitters should indicate whether any part of the content should not be disclosed to 

the public. Where confidentiality is requested, submitters are encouraged to provide a public version that 

can be made available.  

                                                        
3 Final Report tabled on 13 February 2014, www.alrc.gov.au/inquiries/copyright-and-digital-economy  
4 Final Report, At what cost?  IT pricing and the Australia Tax, tabled on 29 July 2013, 

www.aph.gov.au/parliamentary_business/committees/house_of_representatives_committees?url=ic/itpricing/report.htm  

mailto:copyrightconsultation@ag.gov.au
http://www.alrc.gov.au/inquiries/copyright-and-digital-economy
http://www.aph.gov.au/parliamentary_business/committees/house_of_representatives_committees?url=ic/itpricing/report.htm
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Extended authorisation liability 

Subsections 36(1) and 101(1) of the Copyright Act provide that a person may be liable for 

authorising an act that infringes copyright. Subsections 36(1A) and 101(1A) provide that three 

factors must be taken into account in determining whether a person has authorised an 

infringement:   

(a) the extent (if any) of the person’s power to prevent the doing of the act concerned; 

(b) the nature of any relationship existing between the person and the person who did the act 

concerned; 

(c) whether the person took any reasonable steps to prevent or avoid the doing of the act, 

including whether the person complied with any relevant industry codes of practice. 

 

Subsections 36(1) and 101(1) are ‘technology neutral’ provisions that apply to a broad range of 

situations. For example, these provisions apply to a university providing photocopiers in its 

library without adequate copyright warnings to users,
5
 or a website operator providing hyperlinks 

to websites that allow infringing content to be downloaded.
6
 

These provisions are intended to create a legal incentive for service providers such as ISPs to take 

reasonable steps to prevent or avoid an infringement where they are in a position to do so. 

Where a person is found to have authorised an act that infringes copyright, the remedies available 

to rights holders are injunctions and monetary relief. In the case of an ISP found to have 

authorised an infringement, these remedies may be limited to non-monetary remedies if certain 

conditions are met (the ‘safe harbour’ provisions). This is discussed in more detail later in this 

paper.   

Australia is obliged under its free trade agreements with the United States, Singapore and Korea (not 

yet ratified) to provide a legal incentive to ISPs to cooperate with rights holders to prevent 

infringement on their systems and networks. 

The High Court’s decision in Roadshow Films Pty Ltd & Ors v iiNet Ltd
7
 determined that iiNet 

was not liable for authorising the copyright infringements of its subscribers using systems that 

iiNet did not operate or control, and that there were no reasonable steps that could have been 

taken by iiNet to reduce its subscribers’ infringements. The effect of the decision is to severely 

limit the circumstances in which an ISP can be found liable for authorising an act by a subscriber 

that infringes copyright. 

The Government believes that even where an ISP does not have a direct power to prevent a 

person from doing a particular infringing act, there still may be reasonable steps that can be taken 

by the ISP to discourage or reduce online copyright infringement. 

Extending authorisation liability is essential to ensuring the existence of an effective legal 

framework that encourages industry cooperation and functions as originally intended, and is 

consistent with Australia’s international obligations. 

  

                                                        
5 University of New South Wales v Moorhouse [1975] HCA 26. 
6 Universal Music Australia Pty Ltd v Cooper [2005] FCA 972. 
7 [2012] HCA 16 (20 April 2012). 
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Proposal 1—Extended authorisation liability 

The Copyright Act would be amended to clarify the application of authorisation liability under 

sections 36 and 101 to ISPs.   

In determining whether a person has authorised an infringing act, a court would still be required 

to consider the nature of the relationship between the person authorising the infringement and the 

person who did the infringing act, and whether the person took any reasonable steps to prevent or 

avoid the infringing act (as currently required). 

In making an assessment of the ‘reasonable steps’ element, a court must have regard to: 

(a) the extent (if any) of the person’s power to prevent the doing of the act concerned; 

(b) whether the person or entity was complying with any relevant industry schemes or commercial 

arrangements entered into by relevant parties;  

(c) whether the person or entity complied with any prescribed measures in the Copyright 

Regulations 1969; and  

(d) any other relevant factors.   

The ‘power to prevent’ the infringing act would no longer be a separate element, but would be 

only one of a number of relevant factors in determining whether ‘reasonable steps’ were taken to 

prevent or avoid the infringement. The amendments would clarify that the absence of a direct 

power to prevent a particular infringement would not, of itself, preclude a person from taking 

reasonable steps to prevent or avoid an infringing act. 

QUESTION 1: What could constitute ‘reasonable steps’ for ISPs to prevent or avoid copyright 

infringement? 

QUESTION 2: How should the costs of any ‘reasonable steps’ be shared between industry 

participants? 

QUESTION 3: Should the legislation provide further guidance on what would constitute 

‘reasonable steps’? 

 

QUESTION 4: Should different ISPs be able to adopt different ‘reasonable steps’ and, if so, 

what would be required within a legislative framework to accommodate this? 

 

QUESTION 5: What rights should consumers have in response to any scheme or ‘reasonable 

steps’ taken by ISPs or rights holders? Does the legislative framework need to provide for these 

rights? 

 

The Government is looking to industry to reach agreement on appropriate industry schemes or 

commercial arrangements on what would constitute ‘reasonable steps’ to be taken by ISPs. The 

Government does not have fixed views on what such schemes or arrangements should look like—it 

expects that approaches will vary over time as new strategies and technologies are developed. Such 

schemes or arrangements should be of broad application and should not be a mechanism to give industry 

participants a competitive advantage or disadvantage or impose unreasonable costs. It may be that 

different industry participants choose to develop and adopt different schemes or approaches which suit 

their particular circumstances.  

 

Importantly, the Government also expects consumer interests to be a key consideration in any 

such schemes or arrangements. The Government would not expect any industry scheme or 

commercial arrangement to impose sanctions without due process, or any measures that would 

interrupt a subscriber’s internet access. 

Under the proposal, the Government would have the power to prescribe measures in the 

Copyright Regulations if effective industry schemes or commercial arrangements are not 

developed. 
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Extended injunctive relief to block infringing overseas sites 

Where online copyright infringement is occurring on a commercial scale, rights holders need an 

efficient mechanism to disrupt business models operated outside of Australia. A key measure to 

address online copyright infringement adopted in a number of European Union member countries, 

including the United Kingdom, is a specific injunction power directed at ISPs which requires 

them to block access to websites that contain infringing content. This approach recognises the 

difficulties in taking enforcement action against entities operating outside the relevant 

jurisdiction, by giving rights holders an avenue to take immediate action and provides ISPs with 

the certainty and legal protection of a court order. An appropriate injunction power also ensures 

that legitimate websites or services are not affected. 

Under Article 8(3) of the Directive on the Harmonisation of Certain Aspects of Copyright and 

Related Rights in the Information Society (the Directive), members of the European Union are 

obligated to enact laws that ‘ensure that right holders are in a position to apply for an injunction 

against intermediaries whose services are used by a third-party to infringe a copyright or related 

right’.
8
 The European Court of Justice confirmed in March 2014 that the Directive allows for third 

party injunctions to be made against ISPs.
9
 The Directive leaves it to individual countries to 

implement this obligation in their national laws as they see fit.     

In the United Kingdom, the Directive is given effect by section 97A of the Copyright Designs and 

Patents Act 1988.
10

 Section 97A provides that the High Court can grant an injunction against an ISP 

where it has ‘actual knowledge’ of another person using its service to infringe copyright. In 

assessing actual knowledge, the Court must take into account whether the ISP received notice of the 

infringing activity together with the quality of that notice. It is otherwise open to the court to take 

into account what it deems necessary in the assessment of actual knowledge. 

In the 2011 test case Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation & Ors v British Telecommunications 

plc
11

, the High Court ordered that British Telecom block access to the infringing website Newsbin2. 

In so ruling, the Court noted that British Telecom could rely upon technology it had implemented to 

block access to child pornography websites, and that the cost of implementing the order would 

therefore be ‘modest and proportionate’. With regard to ‘actual knowledge’, the Court held that 

knowledge of specific individuals’ infringing conduct is not required. Instead, knowledge of one or 

more persons using its service to infringe copyright is enough. Since this case, the High Court has 

continued to make orders for ISPs to block infringing websites. 

The Directive was implemented in Ireland by statutory instrument in 2012.
12

 The statutory 

instrument provides that copyright owners may apply for an injunction against intermediaries and 

that in considering an application ‘the court shall have due regard to the rights of any person likely to 

be affected by virtue of the grant of any such injunction and the court shall give such directions… as 

the court considers appropriate in all of the circumstances’. Unlike the United Kingdom’s 

legislation, the Irish law does not require the court to consider whether the ISP had knowledge of the 

infringing conduct. Since the implementation of this system, the Irish High Court has issued separate 

injunctions requiring ISPs to block access to the websites ‘The Pirate Bay’ and ‘Kickass Torrents’.  

A similar provision in Australian law could enable rights holders to take action to block access to 

a website offering infringing material without the need to establish that a particular ISP has 

authorised an infringement. If adopted, any proposed amendment would be limited to websites 

operated outside Australia as rights holders are not prevented from taking direct action against 

websites operated within Australia.  

 

                                                        
8 Directive no. 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001. 
9 UPC Telekabel Wien GmbH v Constantin Film Verleih GmbH and Ors (C-314/12). 
10 NB: Section 17 of the Digital Economy Act 2010 also provides the UK Secretary of State with the power to make regulations 

for the blocking of specific infringing websites by a court.  The Digital Economy Act was passed at the end of the Brown 

Government’s term and the power in section 17 has not been used by the current Government.    
11 [2011] EWHC 1981. 
12 European Union (Copyright and Related Rights) Regulations 2012 (Statutory Instrument no. 59 of 2012). 
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Such a power would clarify that a rights holder may list a number of ISPs as respondents to an 

application for injunctive relief. This would reduce the opportunity for people to ‘evade’ the 

operation of such orders by switching ISPs. The websites would need to be blocked by carrier 

level ISPs at the wholesale level, ensuring that re-sellers would be unable to make blocked sites 

available to subscribers. 

In granting an injunction requiring ISPs to block access to a particular website, the Court would 

need to be satisfied that the dominant purpose of the website is to infringe copyright. The onus 

would be on the rights holders to establish this evidentiary threshold. The Court would also be 

required to consider factors such as the rights of any person likely to be affected by the grant of 

an injunction, whether an injunction is a proportionate response, and the importance of freedom 

of expression.   

The Government understands that in some overseas jurisdictions, industry has worked together to 

streamline this process by agreeing that in obvious cases, ISPs will not contest the injunction 

application. 

Proposal 2—Extended injunctive relief 

The Copyright Act would be amended to enable rights holders to apply to a court for an order 

against ISPs to block access to an internet site operated outside Australia, the dominant purpose 

of which is to infringe copyright. 

Rights holders would be required to meet any reasonable costs associated with an ISP giving 

effect to an order and to indemnify the ISP against any damages claimed by a third party. 

 

QUESTION 6: What matters should the Court consider when determining whether to grant an 

injunction to block access to a particular website? 
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Extended safe harbour scheme 

Sections 116AA to 116AJ of the Copyright Act provide a means of limiting the remedies available 

against carriage service providers (as defined in the Telecommunications Act 1997) for direct or 

authorised infringements when they are engaging in particular relevant activities. Monetary remedies 

are precluded from being awarded where a carriage service provider meets the conditions set out in 

section 116AH (for example, adopting and reasonably implementing a policy that provides for the 

termination of the accounts of repeat infringers or expeditiously removing or disabling access to 

infringing material upon receipt of a notice from a rights holder). This is known as the ‘safe harbour’ 

scheme. 

The safe harbour scheme applies to four categories of relevant activity. These categories are set out in 

sections 116AC to 116AF: 

Category A acting as a conduit for internet activities by providing facilities for 

transmitting, routing or providing connections for copyright material  

Category B  caching through an automatic process  

Category C storing copyright material on a carriage service provider’s systems or 

networks, and  

Category D referring users to an online location. 

Where authorisation liability is established and the safe harbour conditions are met, the only remedy 

available against an ISP is injunctive relief. If an ISP does not satisfy the safe harbour conditions, the 

ISP will also be exposed to monetary relief, including additional damages. 

Adopting the definition of carriage service provider from the Telecommunications Act has resulted in 

entities providing services that fall within the four categories of activity being unable to take 

advantage of the safe harbour scheme unless they provide network access ‘to the public’. For example, 

the definition excludes a university as it provides internet access to students but not to ‘the public’, and 

an online search engine, as it is not a ‘provider of network access’. These entities should be captured 

by the safe harbour scheme. 

Proposal 3—Extended safe harbour scheme 

The Copyright Act would be amended to extend the application of the safe harbour scheme to entities 

engaged in the activities set out in sections 116AC to 116AF. This would be achieved by removing the 

reference to carriage service provider and replacing it with a definition of ‘service provider’, being any 

person who engages in activities defined in sections 116AC to 116AF. 

QUESTION 7: Would the proposed definition adequately and appropriately expand the safe 

harbour scheme? 
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Building the evidence base  

A particular challenge with addressing online copyright infringement is the absence of a commonly 

accepted approach for quantifying the volume and impact of such infringement. This is important for 

government but even more important for industry as it seeks to develop its own approaches to 

address the problem. It is also essential that industry schemes and commercial arrangements 

incorporate ongoing monitoring and evaluation to ensure that the approach is reducing online 

copyright infringement to a sufficient degree to justify the impact of the measures imposed. This will 

also enable potential future improvements to be identified, which can be implemented through 

revised schemes and arrangements—a key benefit of the flexibility of the proposed approach. 

QUESTION 8: How can the impact of any measures to address online copyright infringement 

best be measured? 

Other approaches 

The Government would like to hear about any other approaches that would help reduce online 

copyright infringement. This could include actions by rights-holders, ISPs or other stakeholders. 

QUESTION 9: Are there alternative measures to reduce online copyright infringement that may be more 

effective? 

 
Regulation Impact Statement 

Proposals to address online copyright infringement will be subject to an Australian Government 

Regulation Impact Statement (RIS). The RIS process is ‘designed to encourage rigour, innovation 

and better policy outcomes’ and provides affected parties with an opportunity to explain how 

government proposals may affect them. The Government welcomes any estimates stakeholders may 

wish to provide on potential regulatory costs and savings to them that could flow from the measures 

outlined above. Further information on the RIS process and the Government’s approach to regulation 

can be found in The Australian Government Guide to Regulation, available from 

www.cuttingredtape.gov.au. 

QUESTION 10: What regulatory impacts will the proposals have on you or your organisation? 

 

QUESTION 11: Do the proposals have unintended implications, or create additional burdens for entities 

other than rights holders and ISPs? 

file:///C:/Users/cattan/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/ZXUVI1BA/www.cuttingredtape.gov.au


Forget suing filesharers: in 2014, anti-piracy efforts 

follow the money 

Infringing Website List is latest attempt by creative industries to squeeze ad 
revenues of piracy sites 

 Stuart Dredge  

 theguardian.com, Thursday 3 April 2014 01.46 AEST  

 
 
Rightsholders once sued pirates, but now they try to sink the ships they sail in.  

Taking individual filesharers to court is now a discredited anti-piracy strategy for even the most 
hawkish music, film and software industry rightsholders. Their preferred approach in 2014 is to follow 
the money instead. 

That means focusing their efforts on piracy sites, through three main tactics: pressuring search 
engines to remove links to infringing files and demote piracy sites in their rankings; forcing ISPs to 
block their customers from accessing those sites; and trying to squeeze their flow of advertising 
revenues. 

The latest example of the latter came this week, with an announcement by the City of London Police 
that it is launching an Infringing Website List (IWL for short) to gather the URLs of piracy sites and 
persuade brands, media agencies and ad networks to ensure they're not advertising on them. 

The IWL is the result of a three-month pilot in 2013 backed by a host of creative industry bodies – the 
BPI and IFPI from the music industry, FACT from films and TV, The Publishers Association from 
books – as well as advertising industry bodies the IAB, ISBA and IPA. 

Here's how the IWL is designed to work: the creative industry bodies provide the initial list of infringing 
sites, which is then "evidenced and verified" by the City of London Police's Police Intellectual Property 
Crime Unit (PIPCU), providing a list of undesirables for advertisers to avoid. 

PIPCU claims that the pilot resulted in 12% less advertising from "major household brands" on the 
identified sites. "If an advert from an established brand appears on an infringing website not only does 

http://www.theguardian.com/profile/stuart-dredge
http://www.theguardian.com/


it lend the site a look of legitimacy, but inadvertently the brand and advertiser are funding online 
crime," said the unit's boss Detective Chief Inspector Andy Fyfe. 

PIPCU was set up in September 2013, and is currently being funded by the UK's Intellectual Property 
Office. Its new list thus has firm government backing. 

"Disrupting the money unlawful websites make from advertising could make a real difference to the 
fight against copyright infringement," said creative industries minister Ed Vaizey this week. "It is an 
excellent example of what can be achieved through industry, Government and law enforcement 
working together." 

Not everyone agrees that it's such an excellent thing, however. The Pirate Party UK has criticised the 
initiative, pointing out that the IWL will not be made public, and that even if website owners find they 
are on it, it is unclear how they can apply to be removed. 

"If the process is anything like the current censorship of pirate sites it will involve uncontested court 
rulings where the supposedly offending site isn't present to defend their legitimacy," said 
spokesperson Andrew Norton, who went on to describe the measure as "yet another example of the 
government loaning itself out to favoured groups to act as free private leg-breakers". 

Update: PIPCU has confirmed to The Guardian that at the first instance of a website being added to 
the list, its owner will be contacted by officers from the unit, and given a chance to provide feedback 
and if necessary change their ways. That initial contact will also warn sites that if they fail to comply, 
they may face actions including domain suspension, disruption of ad revenues and "advert 
replacement". 

It might seem obvious that the Pirate Party would disagree with an initiative designed to crack down 
on piracy, but questions about how a list of infringing websites is compiled and "evidenced" are 
important. 

Past cautionary examples include the shutdown of several hip-hop blogs at the behest of lawyers 
acting for the same labels whose promotional teams had distributed tracks to those blogs in the first 
place. Meanwhile, a blacklist compiled by advertising company GroupM in 2011 included non-profit 
digital library Archive.org and several cloud storage services. 

More transparency about which sites are on PIPCU's list and how its appeals process will work would 
be a good idea, because dealing quickly and fairly with mistaken inclusions will provide a stronger 
defence for the list's main intentions: to funnel advertising dollars away from piracy sites and towards 
legal digital services. 

Google's online 

Transparency Report provides clues to the sites likely to be targeted by the Infringing Website List. 

https://www.pirateparty.org.uk/press/impartiality-concerns-over-london-city-police
https://www.pirateparty.org.uk/press/impartiality-concerns-over-london-city-police
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/14/business/media/14music.html?_r=0
https://torrentfreak.com/bittorrent-com-and-archive-org-blacklisted-as-pirate-sites-110610/
https://torrentfreak.com/bittorrent-com-and-archive-org-blacklisted-as-pirate-sites-110610/


To some extent, too, the creative industries' workings are public, since the IWL is likely to reflect the 
websites that figure prominently in the takedown requests sent to search engines – for which Google 
publishes data in its online Transparency Report, and which are currently hitting around 6m URLs a 
week. 

Browsing Google's list of the top "specified domains" from the last month provides a good indication of 
the sites likely to be high up in PIPCU's list: 4shared.com, dilandau.eu, gosong.net, rapidgator.net, 
uploaded.net, final4ever.com, zippyshare.com, myfreemp3.eu and so on. 

Note: Google's own services, including YouTube and Blogger, are deliberately left out of its 
Transparency Report. It's unknown how many takedown requests for infringing videos YouTube fields 
through its Content ID system, for example, although it's fairly certain that YouTube won't be one of 
the sites that PIPCU is asking brands to avoid advertising on. 

Often, Google and the creative industries end up clashing over piracy – witness umpteen arguments 
over whether the internet giant is delivering on its promise to demote regularly-infringing websites in 
its rankings. On the subject of advertising on piracy sites, though, the two sides appear to be in 
accord. 

In July 2012, Google worked with music collecting society PRS for Music on a report: The six 
business models for copyright infringement. Its main thrust: "the most effective weapon to tackle 
piracy is to follow the money - to squeeze the pirates’ financing". 

"Instead of imposing blocks or filters that might damage fundamental freedoms, governments should 
construct coalitions with reputable advertising networks, payment processors and rightsholders. 
Together, these coalitions can crack down and squeeze the financing behind online infringement." 

The following year, Google was part of a wider initiative announced by the US intellectual property 
enforcement coordinator Victoria Espinel – she'd probably be described as the piracy tsar in the UK – 
with Microsoft, Yahoo, AOL and other companies all promising to help reduce the flow of ad revenue 
to piracy sites. 

"I know we’re sometimes tough on Google for the things we don’t think they’re doing, but this is one 
area where they are doing something positive," said BPI boss Geoff Taylor at a London conference 
on "ad-sponsored piracy" in May 2013, talking about the pilot that would later spawn the Infringing 
Website List. 

That's the strongest sign that the list may have an impact: it's a rare anti-piracy initiative that has 
Google and creative industry bosses like Taylor singing from the same hymn sheet, rather than 
lobbing pew cushions at one another 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/transparencyreport/
http://www.google.co.uk/transparencyreport/
http://googlepolicyeurope.blogspot.co.uk/2012/07/follow-money-to-fight-online-piracy.html
http://googlepolicyeurope.blogspot.co.uk/2012/07/follow-money-to-fight-online-piracy.html
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/07/15/coming-together-combat-online-piracy-and-counterfeiting
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/07/15/coming-together-combat-online-piracy-and-counterfeiting
http://musically.com/2013/05/28/live-google-david-lowery-and-the-bpi-talk-ad-funded-piracy/
http://musically.com/2013/05/28/live-google-david-lowery-and-the-bpi-talk-ad-funded-piracy/




















































A PAPer by Mike WeAtherley MP, intellectuAl ProPerty Adviser to the PriMe Minister2

‘Follow The Money’: Financial 
Options To Assist In The Battle 
Against Online IP Piracy
A Discussion Paper by Mike Weatherley MP
Intellectual Property Adviser to the Prime Minister



“The UK should take the lead in creating a digital economy where legal businesses 

can flourish. Investment in new British bands and other entertainment is  

falling because of illegal sites funded by advertising from well-known brands.  

BPI is already working closely with the Internet Advertising Bureau and the  

police to cut off such funding and Mike Weatherley's paper now sets out how  

we could go further with new rules and stronger cooperation. As with his  

recent report on "Search engines and piracy", the message is clear - it's time  

for legal businesses to do everything possible to take piracy out of the mainstream  

of the internet.”

Geoff Taylor – Chief Executive of BPI
June 2014

“Disrupting revenue to pirate websites is vital to combating online intellectual 

property piracy and I therefore welcome the recommendations in Mike Weatherley’s 

report. We must take the profit out of this type of criminality and where legitimate 

companies, such as payment providers, are facilitating that profit they must be held 

to account if they fail to act.”

Commander Steve Head - Police Intellectual Property Crime Unity (PIPCU)
June 2014

“This discussion paper underlines the need for advertising networks and payment 

processors to shoulder their responsibility in tackling online copyright infringement. 

It is a commonly known fact that some of the sites that infringe copyright at a 

massive scale make a lot of money through advertising. Advertising networks and 

payment processors, like all of us in the Internet ecosystem, must play a constructive 

role and take actions that will help to bring about a more responsible Internet - 

thereby ensuring a safe online environment.”

Chris Marcich – President of MPA Europe
June 2014
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‘FolloW the Money’: FinAnciAl oPtions to Assist in the bAttle AGAinst online iP PirAcy1

1
Executive Summary

1.1
this paper seeks to address the ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives in the uk and consider what has 
been done by the advertising industry, payment processors, Government and law enforcement to 
reduce the potential for website owners to profit from iP related crime, before going on to suggest 
recommendations for what else can be done by those stakeholders and others, on a national and 
international level.

1.2
sites with illegal activity are funded principally via three routes:

1.2.1
reputable brands and others who, in the main, would prefer not to be associated with sites that 
host illegal activity are largely looking for assistance, and a code adopted by all, to help ensure their 
funds do not assist “pirates”.

1.2.2
those advertisers that would appear not to take into consideration the end recipient of funds. 
their only consideration is driving web traffic to their own sites. this segment is a challenge for the 
industry and uk Government.

1.2.3
Payment providers such as visA, PayPal and others. this can be in the form of subscriptions, 
purchases or ad placements. Most payment providers have procedures to rectify situations of 
payments associated with illegal activity, but it still happens. More proactive, front-end steps may 
be necessary, possibly backed up by legislation.

1.3
Follow the Money is just one part of a multi-faceted approach needed by governments and society, 
see section 6.

1.4
this paper concludes with a series of recommendations which should be seen as points of 
discussion. the views and recommendations in the paper are those of the author and do not 
necessarily represent Government policy.

1.5
“Follow The Money” has the potential of making a real difference globally in the pursuit of driving 
rewards to those that make creative content, rather than those that illegally exploit others’ work. I 
hope this paper adds to the debate and governments everywhere build on this to develop lasting 
policies in support of our wonderful creative industries.
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2
Introduction 

2.1
‘Follow the Money’ is a way of indirectly curtailing pirate sites by squeezing the way they are funded. 
the rationale is that by cutting the source of revenue for pirate sites, the opportunity for website 
owners to profit from such sites is greatly reduced and as a consequence, without advertising 
revenue or payment processing services, such sites quickly become commercially unviable. 

2.2
Advertising is the major source of income for many online pirate services worldwide and is often 
what enables such services to make a profit. in February 2014, the digital citizens Alliance 
published research which showed that nearly six hundred infringing sites generated us$227 million 
in advertising revenues in 2013.1

2.3
Whilst advertisers recognise that the appearance of their branding on illegal sites can be damaging 
for their reputation, many brands do not know, or cannot determine, exactly where their advertising 
is being placed. there are often several intermediaries between the brand and the websites on 
which their advert appears. those intermediaries may include all or some of the following: media 
agencies, trading desks, demand side platforms, ad auction systems, supply side platforms and 
ad networks. the majority of these intermediaries are designed to, and indeed are paid to, target 
audiences as efficiently and as cost-effectively as possible. however, there needs to be a degree 
of joint responsibility and a common understanding between the intermediaries on the issue of iP 
related crime; each has a part to play in addressing the problem of advertising on pirate websites.

2.4
some of the brands advertised on illegal sites are very high profile and others less so, but 
fundamentally the implications of advertising on such sites is three-fold: (i) it lends credibility to 
illegal websites, (ii) it damages brand reputation, and (iii) it funds illegality.

2.5
in the majority of instances, display advertising that appears next to infringing material is not intended 
by the advertiser, its agency or intermediary companies involved in the trading of advertising, to 
appear next to such material and it is often due to a lack of knowledge of which websites are 
infringing. Whereas tools are readily available to identify words, images or types of sites that a brand 
may not want to appear next to, due to the dynamic nature of illegal sites, determining whether a 
website is engaged in copyright infringement is not always straightforward for advertisers.

1 http://www.worldipreview.com/news/report-advertising-revenue-on-piracy-sites-exceeds-200-million-6248 

http://www.worldipreview.com/news/report-advertising-revenue-on-piracy-sites-exceeds-200-million-6248%20
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2.6
to date, there has been no conclusive industry-wide statement or guidance which explains what 
an infringing website actually is, how it operates or what the red flags are for such a site. there has 
therefore been no single credible and authoritative definition on which the industry can rely. With 
this lack of shared understanding, brands have not always been able to make informed decisions 
about the reputational risks associated with placement of advertising on a specific site and they 
have been unable to instruct their trading partners accordingly. 

2.7
however, it is a real concern for the advertising industry. the reputational damage which can be 
inflicted on a brand from just one of its blind online media buys appearing on an undesirable or 
unsavoury website can far outweigh the value of the overall media schedule itself. Within this 
context, rights holders, industry bodies and enforcement authorities are working with the advertising 
industry in the uk to help inform brands and intermediaries of copyright infringement and to explore 
how best to ‘Follow the Money’ and take the profit out of iP related crime. 

2.8
not all advertisers are concerned about reputation, it will depend on the nature of the brand and 
the type of services which are being advertised. those advertisers which do not prioritise brand 
reputation will need different rules and regulations to engage in “good practice” within the industry.
And finally, payment providers have a role to play in removing money from illegal sites. this is as 
important as advertising revenue.

‘FolloW the Money’: FinAnciAl oPtions to Assist in the bAttle AGAinst online iP PirAcy
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3
Which Types of Brands are Advertising 
on Pirate Websites? 

                  2

3.1
the above table, based on the results of the digital citizens Alliance (dcA) report titled ‘Good 
Money Gone bad’ from February 2014, shows how frequently certain types of advertising appear 
on pirate websites.

3.2
nearly 30 per cent of the large sites reviewed in the dcA report hosted adverts for brands which 
are household names. the report shows that existing methods to protect brand reputation and 
minimise ad misplacement are ineffective. ‘Premium brands’ can be described as those easily 
recognisable companies familiar to most consumers, and which suffer reputational damage when 
their ads appear on pirate websites, often alongside ads for illicit sites and services.

3.3
the report also shows that for ‘secondary’ brands (legitimate gaming, online gambling and content 
aggregation sites) which are perhaps less recognisable, their adverts appeared on up to 40 per 
cent of all the sites studied.

2 http://media.gractions.com/314A5A5A9Abbbbc5e3bd824cF47c46eF4b9d3A76/4af7db7f-03e7-49cb-aeb8-ad0671a4e1c7.pdf 
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3.4
the majority of other adverts came from illicit sites and services, often placed next to premium or 
secondary brands. For instance, software or malware downloads are often hidden behind download 
buttons, or are presented via links or popups promoting a plug-in which the user supposedly 
needs to view content, or as an update to legitimate software. the actual downloads often contain 
malware. these ads were extremely common in the dcA study, appearing on 60% of the large 
sites. in addition, adult content ads were relatively common and appeared on just over 20% of the 
large sites.

3.5
the above categories of advertising add up to over 100% as websites typically display one or more 
of the above advert types.
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4
‘Follow The Money’ UK Initiatives

Digital Trading Standards Group

4.1
As a largely self-regulated industry, the advertising industry has, independently, taken steps to 
address the concerns around advertising misplacement, in particular, through the digital trading 
standards Group (dtsG). the dtsG is a body made up of all parts of the digital advertising 
ecosystem, including brands, media agencies, intermediary ad tech companies, ad networks and 
publishers. 

4.2
in december 2013, the dtsG published its Good Practice Principles (dtsG Principles) to minimise 
the risk of misplacement in online display advertising and to further improve standards for buyers. 
the dtsG Principles are relatively wide in their reach and “cover commitments for all businesses 
involved in the buying, selling or facilitating of display advertising” and build on the principles of the 
internet Advertising sales house (iAsh) which started in 2005.3 signatories to the dtsG Principles 
are required to support the following measures:

•	 agreements for digital display advertising should include the buyer’s and seller’s intention as to 
where the advertising should (or should not) appear and, to minimise ad misplacement, should 
also specify the use of either:
 - an independently-certified (to JicWebs standards) content verification (cv) tool; or
 - an appropriate and inappropriate schedules of websites;

•	 the seller should use reasonable endeavours to minimise the risk of ad misplacement;
•	 both buyers and sellers should respond appropriately to ad misplacement and promptly take 

down such adverts where necessary; and
•	 signatories should allow their policies for minimising ad misplacement to be independently 

verified by a JicWebs-approved provider within six months and thereafter every year.

4.3
i commend the dtsG Principles, in particular for requiring signatories to use schedules of appropriate 
and inappropriate sites when placing adverts (particularly since this aligns with operation creative, 
as further described in paragraphs 4.13–4.19 of this paper), as well as encouraging the use of 
technologies such as content verification (cv) tools. 

3 http://www.jicwebs.org/images/dtsG%20Good%20Practice%20Principles%20dec%202013.pdf 

http://www.jicwebs.org/images/DTSG%2520Good%2520Practice%2520Principles%2520Dec%25202013.pdf
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4.4
the monitoring of compliance with the dtsG Principles is also a key part of driving behavior in the 
advertising industry. the dtsG Principles require companies to have their ad placement policies 
and processes periodically verified by an independent third party and, if they achieve the required 
standard, such companies will receive a seal of compliance that advertisers and agencies will look 
for (and hopefully will ultimately require) when buying display advertising. 

4.5
this auditing and verification process also has teeth, albeit indirectly. in 2008, a us company failed 
the third party audit and was found to be non-compliant with the iAsh code (the precursor to the 
dtsG Principles). uk advertising agencies subsequently refused to deal with the company until it 
was able to pass the audit six months later. it was estimated that during this time the ad network lost 
£2 million in potential display advertising. if this were to happen today and a signatory was found to 
be non-compliant with the dtsG Principles, given the huge increase in digital display advertising 
spend then the potential financial implications are likely to be much more significant.

4.6
in February 2014, Abc was appointed as the first approved verifier of the dtsG Principles. Abc is 
tasked with certifying companies which are compliant with the dtsG Principles. What is promising 
is that the dtsG Principles are beginning to gain traction in the industry; large advertising 
companies such as Pulsepoint, byyd tech, Microsoft Advertising, yahoo uk, Adaptv, Amnetuk 
and Advertising.com have all pledged their commitment to having their compliance with the dtsG 
Principles independently verified.

4.7
in fostering a system of transparent ad trading through the application of the dtsG Principles, the 
advertising industry hopes to reduce ad misplacement, particularly where such misplacement is 
likely to lead to reputational harm for brands.

4.8
i welcome such measures and would like to encourage all companies involved in the buying and 
selling of digital display advertising to sign up to the dtsG Principles. the advertising industry 
should also go further on cutting out ad misplacement on pirate sites. there should be a collective 
will across the advertising industry to prevent brand spend on pirate sites and an active support of 
the Police intellectual Property crime unit (PiPcu) in its ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives.

Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU)

4.9
in september 2013, the iPo funded the establishment of PiPcu, a specialist iP crime unit within 
the city of london Police, to specifically tackle the issue of online infringement. since its inception, 
PiPcu has been engaged in activities aimed at disrupting the flow of monies to those operating 
copyright infringing websites.
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4.10
PiPcu can exercise certain civil and criminal enforcement powers in respect of the profits made 
from pirate sites. in the uk, the Proceeds of crime Act 2002 (PocA) makes it an offence, in some 
circumstances, to knowingly facilitate the acquisition of criminal property by another person. this 
legislation has been used successfully by the city of london Police to require payment service 
providers such as credit card companies to withdraw their payment services from a substantial 
number of illegal websites, particularly those selling counterfeit goods. in principle and depending 
on the particular circumstances, PocA is capable of being applied in the same way to those who 
provide advertising services to such sites.

4.11
however, existing powers available to PiPcu under PocA are somewhat limited in the context of 
copyright infringement on pirate sites. only once a court has made a conviction can PiPcu track 
down the assets in respect of such crime and hold third parties to account under PocA. in practice, 
therefore, it is not always a powerful deterrent for advertisers. the court process for copyright 
infringement is often expensive and time consuming and, once a conviction is finally made, it is 
difficult for PiPcu to identify assets and relevant bank accounts and trace individual advertising 
transactions to iP related crime after the event. this is particularly true where the transactions are 
made through real-time bidding platforms via a number of intermediaries. i would argue that relying 
on the powers under PocA is therefore not always the most effective way for PiPcu to support 
‘Follow the Money’ initiatives and cut off the financing of pirate websites. early intervention is 
required, possibly backed up by legislation.

4.12
civil and criminal enforcement against pirate websites is therefore only one of several strategies 
which should be employed in the dynamic digital environment in which such websites operate. 
PiPcu has now looked beyond the formal statutory powers which are available to it and turned to 
other initiatives, such as operation creative.

Operation Creative

4.13
operation creative seeks to stem the flow of revenue to infringing sites by creating an infringing 
Website list (iWl) which is compiled by rights holders or industry bodies and overseen and 
managed by the city of london Police. the initiative is run by PiPcu and involves participation by 
the british recorded Music industry (bPi), the international Federation of Phonographic industries 
(iFPi), Federation Against copyright theft (FAct), the Publisher’s Association (PA), the internet 
Advertising bureau uk (iAb) and the incorporated society of british Advertisers and the institute 
of Practitioners in Advertising (iPA) (together the “Operation Creative Partners”).

4.14
the introduction of the iWl follows a three month pilot that took place last year thanks to the 
support of whitebullet and the operation creative Partners. the pilot was largely successful 
and had a clear and positive impact, with a 12% reduction in advertising from major brands on the 
identified illegal websites.
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4.15
in practical terms, the iWl is an online portal providing the digital advertising sector with an up-to-
date list of copyright infringing sites, identified by the creative industries and evidenced and verified 
by PiPcu, so that advertisers, agencies and other intermediaries can cease placing adverts on 
the specified pirate websites. the iWl was set up at the beginning of March and is still in its early 
stages. it currently captures just under a hundred infringing sites but that list is growing. it is also 
worth noting that this initiative, in collaboration with the advertising industry, rights holders and 
enforcement bodies, is without precedent in the world.

4.16
PiPcu have structured operation creative so as to ensure that the actions they take are legal, 
necessary and proportionate to the level of criminal activity reported. the stages of the process are 
as follows:

•	 A rights holder or an operation creative Partner submits detailed and evidential reports to PiPcu 
about infringing sites, including, for example, screenshots of the site, information on payment 
provisions and details of how the site infringes.

•	 PiPcu then carries out its own independent investigation and obtains evidence in respect of the 
website.

•	 the relevant website owner is contacted by PiPcu with a ‘cease and desist’ letter.
•	 if there is no co-operation from the website owner, the relevant domain registrar is then contacted 

to help suspend the website in question.
•	 if again there is no co-operation and the website continues to infringe, PiPcu will add the website 

to the iWl so that brands can divert adverts away from the website.

4.17
there has been support from the advertising industry for the iWl, for example, isbA members have 
been asked to communicate to the supply side (i.e. agencies, intermediaries and ad networks) that 
the use of the iWl should be a pre-requisite for ad purchases. isbA is also intending to publish a 
guidance note to circulate to members which will list actions that advertisers can take to bolster 
their current contracts on this issue.

4.18
until the appearance of the iWl, identifying infringing sites was not a straightforward or 
particularly robust process, but with the iWl and the dtsG Principles (and the requirement to 
refer to an appropriate and inappropriate schedule of websites) operating in tandem, the risk of 
ad misplacement should be reduced and, by extension, the instances of brands inadvertently 
advertising on pirate websites should also fall. it is intended that the iWl will be expressly written 
into the dtsG-compliant trading agreements.

4.19
i endorse the comments of detective chief inspector Andy Fyfe, head of PiPcu, when he says that 
operation creative “is an excellent example of what can be achieved through industry, Government 
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and law enforcement working together”. 4 the scheme shows how a collaborative approach to 
‘Follow the Money’ initiatives can have a real impact on copyright infringement on pirate websites.

Project Sunblock

4.20
As part of operation creative, PiPcu is also seeking to use a content verification system provided 
by Project sunblock in order to replace certain brands’ adverts with a city of london advert on illicit 
sites. the intention is to educate end-users of infringing sites about copyright infringement and 
also to act as a warning to show that PiPcu is aware of the problem. the partnership is in its initial 
stages and whilst the service only covers a relatively small portion of the total advertising space, 
i want to draw attention to this in the hope that similar types of companies will come forward to 
support PiPcu and develop these types of initiatives.

whiteBULLET

4.21
whitebullet have provided a great deal of support for operation creative, including carrying 
out the pilot study, the success of which led the city of london Police to launch a permanent 
programme in 2014.

4.22
in essence, whitebullet provides a tool which rates websites on the risk of iP infringement 
against a universal standard. whitebullet has helped to identify and assess infringing websites 
using its iPi index and subsequently monitor the advertising (including brands, ad intermediaries 
and sectors) supporting such websites in the uk and us. it is hoped that its iP infringement index 
(iPi index) can be used by the industry and regulators on an international scale to ensure one 
standard is consistently applied.

4 http://www.cityoflondon.police.uk/advice-and-support/fraud-and-economic-crime/pipcu/pipcu-news/Pages/city-of-london-Police-call-for-help-tackle-cyber-crime.aspx 

http://www.cityoflondon.police.uk/advice-and-support/fraud-and-economic-crime/pipcu/pipcu-news/Pages/city-of-london-Police-call-for-help-tackle-cyber-crime.aspx
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5
International Approaches 

Italy

5.1
italy has also begun to engage in its own ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives. the advertising industry 
(iAb italy) and the content industry (FPM and FAPAv) have recently entered into a memorandum 
of understanding to support the fight against online piracy, by acting to prevent advertisement on 
illegal web platforms.

5.2
the agreement lays the foundation for a self-regulatory mechanism that aims to block advertising 
on pirate sites in a similar way to operation creative in the uk. the rights holders will report to a 
joint committee, which will then communicate with agents and advertisers.5 discussions are also 
underway in Germany and Finland.

USA

5.3
this issue is also being addressed in the usA. in May 2012, American Association of Advertising 
Agencies (AAAA) and the Association of national Advertisers (AnA), supported by the interactive 
Advertising bureau (iAb), published a statement of best Practice targeting advertising on sites 
dedicated to infringement. the best Practice encourages brand-owners and their media agencies 
to include specific conditions in media placement contracts and in insertion orders with ad 
networks and other intermediaries involved in their digital advertising campaigns. the conditions 
require intermediaries to, for example: (a) use commercially reasonable measures to prevent ads 
from being placed on such sites; (b) have and implement commercially reasonable processes 
for removing or excluding such sites from their services, and for expeditiously terminating non-
compliant ad placements, in response to reasonable and sufficiently detailed complaints or notices 
from rights holders and advertisers; and (c) refund or credit the advertiser for the fees, costs and/or 
value associated  with non-compliant ad placements, or provide an alternative remedy.

5 http://www.ifpi.org/news/00-FiMi-announcement 
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Australia

5.4
in Australia, the Music rights Australia (MrA) is working with the Audited Media Association of 
Australia (AMAA) to raise awareness of the damage ad-supported pirate sites have on the creative 
industries and develop a code to stop the placement of advertising on known sites associated with 
piracy. Paul dovas, ceo of AMAA has commented that “we recognise this is an issue that needs 
to be tackled. brands don’t want to appear on inappropriate sites and that is why we are working 
closely with rights holders to ensure we have a strategic solution for all.”6 

5.5
Attorney General George brandis has been a strong supporter of a ‘Follow the Money’ strategy 
and we look forward to further developments and collaboration.

Spain

5.6
spain are soon to implement a reform to its intellectual property law (also known as lassalle law) 
which, amongst other things, seeks to prevent payment processors and advertisers from dealing 
with infringing websites. the reform makes it a criminal offence to run a website that provides 
links to sources of unlicensed content and targets those sites which are run for profit. the spanish 
government has confirmed that a pirate website carrying advertising would be considered as run 
for profit.7

5.7
in addition, last year an agreement regarding the removal of advertising from websites offering 
illegal material was reached between the coalition of creators and content industries (coalición 
de creadores e industrias de contenido) and the spanish Advertisers’ Association (Asociación 
española de Anunciantes). the parties anticipate that this effort will be expanded to include 
Autocontrol and iAb spain, along with the support of the Government of spain.8 

6 http://www.ifpi.org/downloads/digital-Music-report-2014.pdf 
7 http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/20/net-us-spain-piracy-idusbre98J0rd20130920 
8 http://www.iipa.com/rbc/2014/2014sPec301sPAin.PdF 

http://www.ifpi.org/downloads/Digital-Music-Report-2014.pdf
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/20/net-us-spain-piracy-idUSBRE98J0RD20130920%20
http://www.iipa.com/rbc/2014/2014SPEC301SPAIN.PDF%20
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6
Non-Financial Approaches

6.1
it is worth taking a step back at this stage and noting that combating iP related crime is a complex 
issue, bringing together many groups, and there is not necessarily ‘one’ solution. i have often 
suggested that there are three main strands: education, carrot and stick. these are general 
headings and a couple of other specific topics that don’t neatly fit into these categories need to be 
added, for example ‘third party responsibilities’ (isPs / search engines – please refer to my recent 
report on this specific issue) and, as discussed in this paper, ‘Follow the Money’.

6.2
the three main ‘headline’ headings do however give a focus to the ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives 
described in this paper. 

6.3
the first takes the form of educating consumers about why it is in all of our interests that iP 
is respected. the second puts the onus on industry to get their product right and attractive to 
consumers. And the third, once we have won the ‘hearts and minds’ of consumers and provided 
suitable content, keeps the option of enforcement of copyright law on the table when all else has 
been exhausted.

Education

6.4
the education part of the approach aims to ensure that consumers are made aware of the value of 
the creative industries and intellectual property to our country, and are signposted toward legitimate 
legal offerings (rather than infringing sites). At the moment, the argument has generally not been 
won that iP needs to be adequately protected, especially amongst younger consumers. Many justify 
their actions on the basis that the cost of content is too high, that the companies and performers 
are rich enough, without recognising the huge numbers of persons earning very modest amounts, 
or how the economy benefits generally to all our advantage.9 the argument must be made that 
if people get something cheap or free, they will eventually get only cheap goods or none at all, 
employ decreases and services in non-related areas will suffer. education must be used to get the 
public on side, with a focus on young people. consumers need to be aware that piracy and similar 
illegal activities are not in their best long-term interests and are not socially acceptable. 

9 see youGov’s survey named “the Future of digital consumption” which was published on 20 June 2014. 
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6.5
like this discussion paper, and my recent report on search engines and Piracy, i have asked Prs 
for Music to conduct a report on copyright education. Prs for Music is being ably assisted by 
a number of organisations including the Authors’ licensing and collection society (Alcs), the 
intellectual Property office (iPo) and the Police intellectual Property central unit (PiPcu). the 
goal is to bring together all the excellent work done by so many organisations together into one 
focused document that maps efforts to date, and where gaps might exist. Much activity is already 
taking place across Government and industry via individual organisations, such as by the iP industry 
trust and uk Music. i have asked the iPo to provide 100 suggested forums for industry to attend in 
the future. in July a number if stakeholders will come together to evaluate progress, before a final 
report is published in september with a series of recommendations for Government and industry 
to consider together. efforts in this area should be aligned to any educational proposals linked to 
the voluntary copyright Alert Programme (vcAP) initiative; but i remain convinced that greater 
coherence and coordination can be a positive outcome from this process. For all wishing to take 
part or add to the debate, please email scott.walker@prsformusic.com  - please note that this 
education report is not solely going to be music focused, but will cover all creative industry areas.

Carrot

6.6
‘carrot’ involves interaction with creative producers and distributors. We must challenge the creative 
industries to step up and provide appealing, consumer-focused services for their products. industry 
has radically upped its game in recent years and products such as spotify and netflix are good 
examples of how consumers can now conveniently access a huge selection of films, tv and music 
legally for a relatively small fee. 

6.7
Market forces are a huge driver of consumer behaviour. if the products are not delivered in a 
format acceptable to consumers, they will naturally be inclined to find an easier option. in the early 
days, consumers could not see why they had to buy a full product at full market rate, plus the 
difficulty in entering credit card numbers, remembering passwords and a whole host of barriers to 
easy consumption. consumers just clicked on the easy, illegal option. it is up to industry to adapt 
and there are still many more possibilities to be explored to woo consumers. Government has a 
role to play in facilitating the market (by creating the appropriate legal framework as well as other 
incentives, such as fiscal support), but it is for each industry to develop their own commercial 
models and this area is not the subject of this discussion paper. industry does not solely rely on 
government enforcement of iP – industry accepts its role in the solution and the good work of 
various anti-piracy units are testament to this.

Stick

6.8
Finally, the stick part of the approach focuses on iP enforcement. it is very much a last resort option, 
but it is important that iP enforcement legislation has real teeth when all else fails. it should be a 

mailto:scott.walker%40prsformusic.com?subject=
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graduated enforcement response. Warnings and fines are obvious first steps, with internet access 
blocking and custodial sentencing for persistent and damaging infringers not to be ruled out in my 
opinion (one for a later discussion paper no doubt!).

6.9
there are a couple of steps we could take now however. For example, there is currently a disparity 
in sentencing between online and offline crime that needs to be harmonised. this sends out all the 
wrong messages. until this is changed, online crime will be seen as less significant than traditional 
theft. 

6.10
the voluntary copyright Alert Programme (vcAP) is welcomed and will be a good step forward 
once it is hopefully in operation in 2015, although it is primarily an education tool. however, we need 
to start thinking now what to do if these notices are ignored by infringers – will vcAP be followed 
by something more enforceable?

6.11
it is important to stress that both ‘education’ and ‘carrot’ need to be implemented before ‘stick’. 
the industry needs to help government educate the public as to the consequences of iP theft, and 
music and film companies need to adapt their models. 

Third Party Influence

6.12
And finally, there are a number of third party solutions / assistance to reducing piracy that should 
be included in the mix. My recent report, ‘search engines and Piracy’, considers action that the 
major search engines should take to help in the fight against online piracy. the full report can be 
read online here: http://www.mikeweatherleymp.com/2014/05/29/search-engines-and-piracy-
a-discussion-paper-by-mike-weatherley-mp/ 

6.13
there are 10 recommendations within the report, including the proposal of ‘warning marks’, which 
would offer consumers guidance as to which sites are legitimate, the removal of autocomplete 
suggestions that are often interlinked with piracy, as well as devising a protocol between search 
engines and rights holders to remove blocked sites from search algorithms once a formal court 
order blocking the sites is received. All of these changes would help to ensure that consumers are 
directed to sites that provide legal material.
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6.14
search engines perform an important role in curbing online piracy. After all, they can derank, 
impose warning marks and delist any website which it considers to be infringing. Whilst search 
engines cannot and should not be attributed as a cause of online piracy – we must remember the 
main focus of our efforts on piracy should be those who consume illegal content and those that 
provide illegal content (and especially those that benefit financially from those activities to the 
detriment of us all). research highlights that search engines play a role in guiding at least some 
consumers inadvertently towards illegal content. Given that they are a gateway to the internet for 
many consumers, search engines must be part of the solution. 

6.15
i suspect that a similar report on the role of internet service Providers (isPs) would highlight a 
similar number of conclusions and recommendations. i would urge the iPo to lead the debate and 
investigation in this area.
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7
Follow The Money

7.1
As mentioned previously in this paper, there are three strands to following the money of websites 
engaged in illegal activity: premium brands, secondary brands and payment providers. the players 
in each of these three strands should cooperate and be proactive on this issue and all have a 
responsibility when it comes to financing illegal websites.

Premium Brands

7.2
Advertising on infringing sites should be a real concern to well-known brands. As part of 
whitebullet’s trial run of operation creative, they found that some of the companies whose 
adverts appeared on the infringing sites included bt, Amazon, Warner bros Pictures, American 
express, bP, Audi and Google. even adverts for organisations such as uniceF appeared on these 
sites. this was also only a snapshot of the problem as the pilot was limited to a specific number of 
infringing websites over a three month period. 

7.3
the reason brands should take the ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives seriously and actively cooperate is 
that placing ads on infringing sites may well lend credibility to illegal websites and therefore mislead 
consumers into thinking that the sites are legitimate. Moreover, in terms of their own businesses, 
many of these brands are likely to be unaware that they are funding iP infringing websites, and, by 
extension, unaware of the potential damage to their brand reputation, not to mention the waste of 
their advertising spend.

Secondary Brands and Other Brands

7.4
the other source of advertising revenue is from those advertisers which are less concerned with 
damage to reputation and more concerned with driving traffic to their website. it is often more 
difficult to curb the ad spend of these advertisers on infringing sites as their primary motivation is 
to increase brand visibility. 

7.5
As described in section 3 of this paper, other brands may offer illicit websites, money scams or 
malware to end users, and these brands are some of the most prominent advertisers on pirate 
websites. this is because they are unlikely to suffer any real impact to their reputation by appearing 
on such sites. this strand of revenue is a particularly challenging one for the industry and government 
to address because it requires a change in mind-set from these types of advertisers and, perhaps, 
a certain level of enforcement power to influence behaviour.
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Payment Service Providers

7.6
Payment providers are the third string in the ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives. if payment providers 
can block the transactions (both from the advertiser and the consumer) which are financing pirate 
websites then this will also make such sites less likely to be commercially viable. in addition, 
payment providers should be proactive in ensuring their logos are not appearing on pirate sites, 
thereby removing the sense of legitimacy they can provide to uncertain users. the steps taken by 
payment providers have already had a positive impact. For instance, pirate site newzbin2 cited 
payment processing difficulties as its reason for closure late last year.10

7.7
Payment providers have co-operated with PiPcu since its inception and many have dedicated 
staff to stop payment to sites engaged in illegal activities. they have been receptive to the PiPcu 
initiatives given that they are, by their nature, perhaps more alert to the risks of handling money 
where they are processing payments in connection with criminal websites.

7.8
the collaboration of payment providers with rights holders and industry bodies, leading to the 
withdrawal of payment services to infringing sites, has been a positive example of successful 
cooperation. since 2011, leading international payment providers such as American express, 
Mastercard, PayPal and visa have been responding to action by rights holders and PiPcu to 
ensure their payment services are not used in connection with illegal websites. 

7.9
this is relatively easy to do where an end user is paying for content on illegal sites as payment 
service providers can quite easily cut this off at the source. however, in terms of advertising, it is 
more difficult to trace when and how money is transferred to the owner of a website and therefore, 
by extension, it is more difficult to hold payment service providers to account for processing the 
advertising payments, given the high volume and frequency of such transactions. difficult yes, 
impossible no.

7.10
i am aware of an excellent informative presentation about visA’s efforts in this area, as presented 
by Peter bayley, executive director of risk Management at visA europe, on the subject. i look 
forward to this approach being used by all payment providers, and expanded to include as much 
“front-end” as possible.

10 http://www.theaustralian.com.au/media/digital/many-of-australias-top-brands-fuelling-music-piracy/story-fna03wxu-1226625410848# 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/media/digital/many-of-australias-top-brands-fuelling-music-piracy/story-fna03wxu-1226625410848%23
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8
Summary

8.1
operation creative has the backing and support of the uk advertising and creative industries but 
it is currently only a voluntary scheme. Whilst PiPcu can invalidate a website, it is still up to the 
advertiser to decide whether they will continue to place adverts on such sites (or, more accurately, 
whether they will implement measures to prevent placing adverts on such sites). As discussed 
above, whilst PiPcu can, as a backstop, refer to PocA this is not always an effective deterrent. i 
would like to see further preventative measures introduced as well as genuine sanctions for brands 
which advertise on pirate sites (and which are indirectly supporting and furthering such services). 

8.2
PiPcu and operation creative rely on the support of the whole display advertising ecosystem. 
Advertisers, media agencies, ad networks and other stakeholders need to be both reactive and 
proactive in their support. All players in the ecosystem need to: (a) respond promptly and take 
effective action when notified by PiPcu that advertisements are on infringing sites, and (b) take 
steps to ensure they do not place advertisements on such sites in the first instance. 

8.3
largely due to the threat to brand reputation, the placement of advertising by reputable and 
mainstream brands on the worst offending sites has gradually diminished over the last year. 
however, this has allowed less reputable brands to place their adverts on such sites, such as 
gambling companies, click generators, pornography sites and pop-ups which install malware on 
end-user devices. Although the iWl does help to dissuade brands from advertising on infringing 
sites it is largely targeted at those brands which are most concerned about their reputation, typically 
mainstream and high-profile brands. however, smaller advertisers who are less threatened by the 
risk of reputational damage than more high profile brands, continue to advertise on such sites. it 
therefore does not stop advertising on pirate website entirely but instead reduces the value of such 
advertising. 

8.4
According to a data driven survey report by detica, jointly commissioned by Google and Prs for 
Music, which was carried out in 2012, some 86% of advertising on the pirate sites surveyed came 
from networks that are not signed up with the uk’s self-regulatory bodies or committed to strong 
codes of conduct.11 Where advertisers and agencies are only invited (rather than required) to sign 
up to codes like the dtsG Principles or become members of industry bodies, how can PiPcu and 
the advertising industry restrict advertising on pirate sites in a way which applies to all advertisers 
alike and which incentivises advertisers of all sizes?

11 http://googlepolicyeurope.blogspot.co.uk/2012/07/follow-money-to-fight-online-piracy.html 
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8.5
one of the consistent questions is “how do we know if a site is infringing?”, usually followed by 
a plea along the lines of “without court backing we cannot open ourselves to liability for refusing 
or blocking ads”. clearly there is a demand for a respectable, independent, transparent method 
to evaluate illegality to guide a yes / no answer as to advertising. i would prefer to have a non-
commercial organisation, answerable to the iPo and Parliament perhaps, as the provider of this 
assistance and/or database. however, the whitebullet system is a possible solution providing 
there is a clear, non-preferential pricing structure for the service and is subject to regular iPo audits.

8.6
the establishment of PiPcu has meant that there is now a dedicated police resource tackling 
online copyright infringement in the uk. this has made a real difference to policing iP related crime 
online, see my letter to the Prime Minister noted in my “search engine and Piracy” report which 
makes this point. however, PiPcu will need the support of rights holders, brands, ad agencies, 
domain registrars, payment providers and other third parties to have a real and lasting impact on 
pirate websites. to this end, i ask that more is done to educate the industry and consumers of the 
work which PiPcu does. Plus industry should start to consider the input they are making financially 
into securing the long term future of PiPcu.

8.7
Furthermore, given the scale of the problem, PiPcu should be given greater resources. it is currently 
only a small team, with just under ten investigators. to really make a difference, i encourage the 
number of investigators to be increased and the national initiative to be expanded beyond london 
so that action can also be taken on a regional basis and the national initiative receive additional 
support from regional police forces.

8.8
currently, the iAb and other advertising industry bodies are looking for brands and agencies to 
adopt the iWl as soon as possible and begin to request its use with their trading partners. it is 
crucial that there is a clear and consistent message going out to brands about the iWl and its 
availability to encourage adoption of it. to this end, there should be a long-term commitment to 
the iWl approach from the uk government and further research into how the iWl affects the sites 
currently under investigation for infringement. before the iWl is made into a mandatory obligation 
which is underpinned by legislation, i expect there to be continued monitoring of the impact of the 
iWl on such sites and a full evaluation of the effectiveness of PiPcu.

8.9
the dtsG Principles could perhaps be bolstered by requiring brands to insert more specific 
provisions in agreements with each intermediary, and in ad insertion orders, such as requirements 
on those intermediaries to implement effective technical measures to prevent ads from being placed 
on infringing sites and to adhere to minimum standards for takedown procedures. this would be 
more onerous and forceful than, for example, the general obligation in the dtsG Principles to use 
reasonable endeavours to minimise the risk of ad misplacement. 
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8.10
As a general aside, it may be that ad networks are more difficult to persuade as they are one-step 
removed from advertisers, their contractual relationships will typically be with the relevant media 
agency. legislation may be necessary.

8.11
i think it would be beneficial for the advertising industry to have a universally accepted definition 
of what constitutes an inappropriate website which can also be understood on an international 
level. For example, the iAsh code of conduct (the predecessor to the dtsG Principles) defined 
barred content as content that “infringes applicable laws or regulations, or the rights of any person 
or entity”.12 iFPi has also developed a draft criteria of what it considers an inappropriate website 
and this may be a useful starting point on which to base a definition. there should be a collective, 
and more definitive, understanding of what is and is not appropriate, in addition to those specific 
urls listed in the iWl. whitebullet and other systems may be appropriate to evaluate for these 
purposes as soon as possible.

8.12
Furthermore, for the dtsG Principles and other industry codes of conduct to be effective, i endorse 
the periodical monitoring of companies for compliance and believe there should be effective 
sanctions (whether financial or otherwise) when an audit shows that a company and its policies 
are non-compliant. 

8.13
i suggest that operation creative and the iWl (or equivalent measures) could be rolled out on 
a global scale to fully address the problem of pirate sites profiting from advertising revenues. 
operation creative and other similar initiatives should also target copyright infringement in relation 
to computer games and other software, in addition to audiovisual material.

8.14
one useful reference point for the ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives described in this paper is the 
‘operation in our sites’ initiative which is ran by europol in respect of counterfeit hard goods. this 
initiative has been effective, partly because it has involved a concerted international approach and 
collaboration. it is worth considering whether this should be expanded for digital content so that 
infringing sites can be shared internationally. this will enable international law enforcement and 
could develop international best practice, such as advertising take down processes.

12 file:///P:/downloads/201007iashcode10-2_final.pdf 
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9
Recommendations

9.1
operation creative is only a voluntary scheme at present and the advertising industry, government 
and enforcement should look to put effective backstop measures in place to incentivise co-
operation. the advertising industry should support PiPcu and operation creative and continue to 
implement its own industry-wide initiatives and codes of conduct to tackle the funding of copyright 
infringement. A steering group should be set up by the iPo to achieve this.

9.2
PiPcu should receive further resources and its role should be expanded.

9.3
industry should co-ordinate to provide PiPcu funding from 2015 and beyond. the various trade 
bodies and associations should take the lead on this.

9.4
the iPo with PiPcu should evaluate whether systems, such as the one that whitebullet provides, 
can be used to ensure advertising code compliance. such a system should also monitor advertising 
on pirate websites and seek to bring such advertising within the dtsG Principles.

9.5
PiPcu and the iPo to consider what additional legislation is necessary to require pre-emptive 
action by advertisers and financial providers. if there is a way to advertise on sites hosting illegal 
activity, or take money via a payment provider, without legal implications, then the system, and law, 
needs to be updated.

9.6
in addition to the iWl, the advertising industry should continue to put pressure on advertisers, 
agencies and publishers to sign up to the dtsG Principles. For instance, many ad networks and 
exchanges are regarded only as ‘facilitators’ under the dtsG Principles. As such, they will continue 
to serve ads onto sites on the iWl, unless and until they are specifically instructed by a brand not 
to do so. the default position should be that ad networks will not place ads on a site on the iWl on 
behalf of a dtsG member brand, unless the brand expressly wants to derogate from this.
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9.7
the ‘Follow the Money’ initiatives in the uk should have more of an international focus and there 
should be consultation and collaboration with equivalent industry bodies and enforcement bodies 
in other countries. the iPo should coordinate this.

9.8
in order to assist the iPo’s own work on these issues, all parties interested in either advertising 
reputation, financial governance (payment providers) or piracy / counterfeiting (especially via the 
internet) may wish to share any comments on this report with director of copyright enforcement at 
the iPo, ros lynch on ros.lynch@ipo.gov.uk. 

9.9
every person reading this paper should question the policies of their organization to ensure such 
policies are best practice. Please do not leave it to others. let’s take the money away from those 
destroying our creative industries.

‘FolloW the Money’: FinAnciAl oPtions to Assist in the bAttle AGAinst online iP PirAcy

mailto:ros.lynch%40ipo.gov.uk?subject=
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
In the early days of the Internet, content theft – also known as online piracy – was 
often shrugged off. While it significantly impacted the creative community – musicians, 
artists, movie studios and record producers who lost income for their creative works – 
it was typically viewed as the isolated activity of high school or college students who 
wanted to listen to music or watch movies for free. But as the Internet has become an 
increasingly pervasive force in the economy, the harm caused by content theft now 
extends well beyond the music and movie industries. It robs designers who rely on the 
Internet to sell their creations, hurts brands that find themselves associated with illegal 
and inappropriate sexual and violent content, funds online criminals and provides seed 
money for other illegal activities. 

The future of the Internet depends on all users being able to trust that it will serve  
their interests.

When well-known premium brands, as well as other legitimate secondary brands, appear 
on content theft sites due to the “blind” sales channels through which most Internet 
advertising is sold, they involuntarily lend those sites an appearance of legitimacy that 
potentially deceives consumers. When those brands see their ads placed next to illegal 
content and bottom-feeder ads for sex trafficking or illegal drugs it makes these brands 
think twice about the Internet as a vehicle to reach their target audience. That, in turn, 
hurts consumers who benefit from an abundance of free-to-the-user – and legitimate – 
ad-supported content on the Internet. When designers and creators have their works 
stolen by unscrupulous operators, it makes them think twice about the Internet as a 
platform to launch or expand their business. And that hurts consumers who want online 
commerce to be robust, pervasive and trustworthy.

In short, ad-supported content theft has become a big business that harms a wide range 
of players in the digital economy and threatens the future of a free and open Internet. It 
cannot be dismissed as a benign act or victimless crime. It undermines our basic trust in 
the integrity of the platforms that make up the Internet. 

It is important to note that the advertising profits garnered by content thieves do 
not equate with the losses incurred by the owners of the content.  These losses are 
unquestionably greater by many orders of magnitude, because content thieves are 

As a society we need to protect the Internet from those who want 
to bleed it for their own profit while making it less attractive for 
generations to come. It is for this reason that Digital Citizens Alliance 
set out to understand how content thieves operate and profit from the 
works of others. To understand the problem fully, we have to follow the 
profits. In commissioning this study we seek to understand how bad 
actors make money through advertising, and how much they make.
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responsible for illicitly distributing millions of copies of highly valuable works that cost 
billions to create, depriving their owners and creators of billions of dollars in rightful 
income. There is no question that the victims in this equation include a wide range of 
workers in the creative industries, from ordinary craft guild members, who rely on the 
revenues from creative productions to fund their health and retirement benefits, to 
independent creators.

But that economic harm is not the focus of this study, which instead seeks to estimate 
the advertising profits that content thieves reap for themselves from illicit distribution.   

To determine how much money these bad actors are making through advertising, 
Digital Citizens commissioned MediaLink LLC – an advisory firm that provides critical 
counsel and strategic direction to the media, advertising, entertainment and technology 
industries and to companies and institutional investors that interact with those sectors 
– to undertake a research project focused on the ecosystem’s revenues and profitability. 
By gaining insight into the ad-supported content theft ecosystem, we can as a society 
strive to find answers to protect the long-term future of the Internet.

Through this research, we have a snapshot of how much money content 
thieves make through advertising. We hope that this insight encourages 
the Internet and advertising industries, consumers, public-interest 
groups and responsible government officials to strive to make the 
Internet a stronger, more reliable and open platform for everyone.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ad-supported content theft is a real and growing threat not only to the content creators whose business 
it undermines, but also to the credibility of the digital advertising ecosystem that has developed over the 
last two decades. This research project analyzed advertising-supported web sites that dealt primarily in 
pirated content, and found that advertising yielded enormous profits. 

The web sites MediaLink examined accounted for an estimated $227 million in annual ad revenue, which 
is a huge figure, but nowhere close to the harm done to the creative economy and creative workers. 
The 30 largest sites studied that are supported only by ads average $4.4 million annually, with the largest 
BitTorrent portal sites topping $6 million. Even small sites can make more than $100,000 a year from 
advertising.

MediaLink’s analysis of the profitability of ad-supported pirate sites provides additional insights into other 
aspects of the content theft ecosystem, including the prevalence of premium and secondary brand ads, 
and connections among sites. Below are other highlights of this study:

• Premium, Secondary Brand Advertisers at Risk: Weaknesses in the digital advertising ecosystem 
threaten the value of legitimate brands by allowing ads to be served on offending sites, often 
alongside offensive ads and links to malware.

 - Nearly 30 percent of large sites in the sample carried ads for blue-chip premium brands – 
highly recognizable household names. 

 - In addition, ads for secondary brands - legitimate gaming, gambling and content aggregation 
sites - appeared on up to 40 percent of all the sites studied.  

• Low barriers to entry: Stealing rights-protected content and setting up a site can be achieved 
with minimal technical expertise or cost and then can be iterated to avoid detection and policing, 
especially among the largest segments of sites.

• Traffic generation: Attracting a user base requires little effort or investment, as millions of users seek 
free content for download or streaming and as the Internet population grows.

The profitability and ease of execution, complemented by consumers’ desire for free movie, TV, and other 
content, are the primary drivers of ad-supported content theft. Efforts to deter or degrade these activities 
through legal, technical, or industry initiatives continue to face a challenge. Nonetheless, the urgency to 
do so has never been greater in light of advertising trends, technology advances, and a growing intent 
among individual and organized global bad actors to capitalize on these profitable opportunities.

Because their business model relies entirely on illicitly distributing 
millions of stolen copies of highly valuable works that cost others 
billions to create, their profit margins range from 80% to 94%, 
underscoring that crime can pay when you steal other people’s content.
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THREE KEY RELEVANT GROWTH TRENDS
Absent action by stakeholders, ad-supported content theft is likely to continue, supported by three 
key trends: increased programmatic digital advertising; growth of the global Internet population; and a 
swelling demand for video content by users who are willing to steal it rather than pay for it.

Trend #1: Programmatic buying and selling of 
digital advertising: The digital advertising supply 
chain has many points of vulnerability. As more 
ad placement is done through automated 
systems, it becomes easier for bad actors 
to funnel ads to their sites, and to generate 
fraudulent clicks via bots and human operations. 

An estimated 53% of US online display ad 
placement was automated in 2013, according 
to Magna Global, which projects that volume to 
increase to 83% by 2017. As buying and selling 
ads programmatically continues to grow, the 
opportunity to manipulate technology for further 
advertising gain only increases.

Trend #2: More Infringing Users and Bandwidth: 
The universe of consumers who view stolen 
content, and the bandwidth that they use in 
doing so, are on the rise, according to NetNames’ 

September 2013 report, Digital Piracy: Sizing the Piracy Universe. NetNames reported that the number of 
infringing users in North America, Europe and the Asia-Pacific region rose nearly 10% from 297.6 million 
in November 2011 to 327 million in January 2013. Meanwhile, bandwidth used to access infringing content 
jumped dramatically, by nearly 160%, from 2010 to 2012 in the same regions.

Taken together, the two sets of data point to consumers’ desire to access content, especially video 
content, enabled by the ability to discover and access the pirated content through peer-to-peer networks 
and search.

Trend #3: Global Internet Population Growth: Given the increase in infringing users, the anticipated 
global explosion in Internet use generally suggests that ever more consumers are likely to want movie, TV, 
and other digital content, especially as delivery systems increase in speed and decline in cost. 

Today’s 2.7 billion global Internet users represent only about 40% of the world’s population, according to 
the International Telecommunications Union, and new users are coming online steadily. Just 31% of the 
population is online in the developing world, compared with 77% in the developed world, according to 
ITU, so there is ample potential for continued rapid growth.

Implications: The convergence of these growth trends suggests that the market size for ad-supported 
content theft is on the rise and will continue unless concerted diligence by all stakeholders in the digital 
media value chain is intensified and coordinated. Only through these kinds of efforts can the highly 
attractive profitability of ad-supported content theft be slowed and degraded.

METHODOLOGY

Sites Studied 
In selecting sites for this research, MediaLink focused on the third quarter of 2013 to provide a recent 

RTB Non-RTB programmatic Nonprogrammatic

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Note: read as 28% of display-related spending was through RTB in 
2013; numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding. 
Source: MAGNA GLOBAL as cited in press release, Oct. 14, 2013

US Display Ad Spending Share, by Type, 2011–2017
% of total

11%

13%

76%

19%

18%

62%

28%

25%

47%

34%

29%

36%

41%

32%

27%

47%

32%

21%

52%

31%

17%

Figure 1: Growth in Programmatic
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point in time on which to base calculations. As the basis for finding sites engaged in content theft, 
it started with Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) removal request data from the Google 
Transparency Report.

There are thousands of sites around the world that offer infringing material and are supported by 
advertising.  To allow a deeper dive we focused on a subset, including the largest and most successful. 
As a result the findings, while significant, reflect only a part of the aggregate profitability of such sites.

The baseline was sites with 25 or more DMCA takedown requests in Q3, that Veri-Site determined were 
live in the quarter, and for which unique visitor and page view data were available from comScore. 
The comScore data were used to calculate advertising revenue and to segment the sample by size, 
as described below. MediaLink validated the sample further using Integral Ad Science ratings on sites 
determined to be at high risk for content infringement, and its analysts visited and reported on hundreds 
of sites to further qualify them, and removing from consideration:

• Porn and hate sites;

• Sites where most content appeared to be user-generated, personal in nature or highly localized, e.g., 
Tamil-language programs or movies unlikely to be interesting to a broader pirating audience; or 

• Sites where available content was not primarily movies and TV shows.

Thus, the only sites kept in the sample were those at least partially ad-supported sites where infringing 
content appeared to be a significant portion of the site.

Because content infringement sites can appear and disappear quickly, a small number of the sites had 
shut down while subsequent research was conducted in Q4 of 2013, in some cases as a result of civil or 
police action. Those sites were kept in the sample, as they represented ad-supported content theft within 
the time frame for this study. 

The result was a sample of 596 sites.

Sample Segmentation 
The sample sites were categorized into four functional segments, based on technology and business 
model, before being further segmented by size.

Functional Segments
BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals
BitTorrent is the most popular peer-to-peer 
(P2P) file distribution system worldwide, and 
sites based on it have become synonymous with 
content theft. It is the largest method of content 
infringement, according to NetNames, which 
reported that 96.2% of unique visitors to such 
sites accessed infringing content at least once 
in January 2013. MediaLink also found BitTorrent 
sites to be predominant in ad-supported content 
theft.

These portals let users browse or search for files 
available on peer-to-peer distribution systems. 
Users following the links can access media files 

stored on multiple computers across the P2P network and download the content to their own computers 
for use at no charge. There were 144 sites in this segment, 24.2% of the sample. Figure 2 shows a typical 
BitTorrent site.

Figure 2: Example BitTorrent Portal  
(piratereverse.info)

http://piratereverse.info
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Linking Sites
These portals aggregate and index links to 
media content hosted on Direct Download 
(DDL) Hosts (described below) or other sites. 
Some allow search within the Linking Site itself 
to facilitate access to content. They do not host 
content themselves. Users browse or search for 
the content they want, all the while exposed to 
ads. The users then click a link and download 
the content from the site where it is hosted, at 
no charge. Many Linking Sites have business 
affiliations with specific DDLs, promoting their 
hosted content. There were 283 Linking Sites in 
the sample or 47.5% of the base. Figure 3 shows a 
typical Linking site.

Video Streaming Host Sites
This segment includes both the ad-supported 
portal and a subscription-based storage model. 
One-third of large, two-thirds of medium and 
all of the small sites are strictly ad-supported 
portals with embedded players that allow 
users to stream videos hosted elsewhere. The 
remaining sites both stream and host content, 
offering subscriptions to users who want to store 
video content and then allow users to stream 
videos. The sample included 75 Video Streaming 
Host Sites or 12.6% of the base. Figure 4 shows a 
typical Video Streaming Host Site.

Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites
Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites allow users to 
upload media files to cloud-based storage. Users 
can generate links to be used by themselves or 
others to download the content for free. DDLs 
have dual revenue streams: a free, advertising-
supported model, and a premium version that 
lets users pay subscription fees to avoid ads 
and for faster downloads, and that accounts for 
the bulk of their total revenue. Ads are typically 
shown on download pages. DDL Hosts are 
fundamental to the content theft ecosystem, 
providing the content to which Linking Sites 
point. Many of the DDLs offer their users bounty 
payments for downloads of the users’ popular 
uploaded files, encouraging users to post links 
widely across the Internet. There are 94 DDL Host 
Sites in the sample, comprising 15.8% of the 596 
total sites. Only DDLs that displayed advertising 
were included in the sample. Figure 5 shows a 
typical DDL site.

Figure 3: Example Linking Site  
(free-tv-video-online-me)

Figure 4: Example Video Streaming Host  
(videoweed.es)

Figure 5: Example DDL Host (albafile.com)

http://videoweed.es
http://albafile.com
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Size Segments
To account for differences in scale across the sample, the functional segments were further divided by 
size into small, medium and large sub-segments, based on 3-month average unique visitors. The segments 
were:

• Small: Fewer than 1 million monthly unique visitors 

• Medium: 1 million to 5 million monthly unique visitors

• Large: Greater than 5 million monthly unique visitors

This segmentation allowed for analysis of the traffic and economic realities of the industry leaders 
separately from myriad small sites. The result was 12 functional/size segments: three sizes for each of the 
four functional segments. The number of sites per functional and size segment is shown in Figure 6.

P&L Model 
To create the financial model for the analysis of ad-supported content theft profitability, MediaLink 
considered numerous possible drivers of revenue and cost. Through its industry experience and by 
interviewing advertising and web site hosting experts, combing webmaster forums and blogs, reviewing 
US Justice Department filings, and studying the sample sites, MediaLink chose 20 data points that paint a 
picture of the profitability.

Traffic Revenue Direct 
Costs Indirect Costs

Unique 
Visitrs Page Views Ads Ad Metrics Hosting Personnel  

(FTE Cost) Overhead

UVs/Mo. 
(mm)

PVs/
Mo. 

(mm)

% 
PVs 
w/ 

Ads

# of Ad 
Positions 

Per 
Page

Fraud 
Multiplier 

%

% of PVs 
Generating 

PopUps

Pop-Up 
Multiplier

% 
Premium 

Ads

CTR CPC Non-
Prem 
CPM

Prem 
CPM

 % 
Using 
CPA

# 
CPA 
Links

CTA 
Rate

CPA Server Cost/
Month

Head 
Count

Est. 
Salary

% of 
Revenue

The Key Drivers of Ad Revenue:
• Page views

• Number of ad positions per page

• Amount paid per thousand impressions, per click on a banner or text link, and per completion  
of an action. 

MediaLink based these values on rates for similarly sized legitimate sites, discounted because rates for 
campaigns on infringement sites would be lower, while still generating significant revenue.

Variables included potential click and impression fraud as well as common click-through and conversion 
rates.

The Key Drivers of Costs:
• Hosting fees

• Human resources.

BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals

Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites

Linking Sites

Video Streaming Host Sites

15 36 93

8 35 51

7 41 235

15 26 34

Large       Medium       Small

Figure 6: Sites by Functional and Size Segments

Figure 7: Financial Model Data Points
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With cloud-based hosting becoming a commodity, infrastructure costs are low for all but the DDL 
segment of the ecosystem, which requires more processing and storage capacity than other segments. 
Because the focus of this research was on ad-supported content theft, subscription revenue, cost and 
margins are not reported for sites that were not wholly supported by advertising.

The data points are shown in Figure 7 above. See Appendix A: P&L Detail for detailed explanation.

PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS AND KEY FINDINGS
Highly Lucrative, Profitable
The aggregate ad revenue for the sample of 596 sites was an 
estimated $56.7 million for Q3 of 2013, projecting out to  $226.7 
million dollars annually, with average profit margins of 83%, 
ranging from 80% to as high as 94%.

All Sizes Profit
The 45 largest sites, 7.6% of the entire sample, accounted for 
62.5% of the total aggregate ad revenue. The average large site 
makes an estimated $3 million in ad revenue a year –  
$4.4 million for those that are supported solely by advertising – 
while even small sites can net $100,000. Small sites comprised 
69.3% of the sample but only accounted for 11.8% of aggregate 
ad revenue. Revenue by size detail can be seen in Figure 8.

Torrent, Linking Sites Drive  
Most Ad Revenue
BitTorrent and Linking sites, the 
segments with the lowest barriers to 
entry, together accounted for 80% of the 
aggregate ad revenue, with BitTorrent 
sites alone generating more than half 
the total despite making up less than 
a quarter of the sample. Revenue by 
segment detail can be seen in Figure 9.

Segment Ad Revenue Margin

BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals

Small $2,079,334 85.9%

Medium $3,227,159 84.5%

Large $23,181,252 94.1%

Linking Sites

Small $3,690,915 79.9%

Medium $8,351,446 89.8%

Large $4,498,344 87.5%

Video Streaming Hosts

Small $529,480 79.9%

Medium $1,681,477

Large $4,661,535

Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites

Small $401,087

Medium $1,281,344

Large $3,084,123

Table 1: Q3 Aggregate Ad Revenue, 
Margin for Ad-Supported Sites

69.3%

23.2%

7.6%

25.7%
62.5%

11.8%

Sample by Site Size Revenue by Site Size

Large       Medium       Small

Figure 8: Sample Breakdown (l.), Revenue (r.) by Size

Sample by Functional Segment Revenue by Functional Segment

BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals

Linking Sites

Direct Download Hosts

Video Streaming Host Sites

283
47.5%

144
24.2%

94
15.8%

75
12.6%

$28,487,745
50.3%

$16,540,705
29.2%

$6,872,493
12.1%

$4,766,555
8.4%

Figure 9: Sample Breakdown (l.), Revenue (r.) by Segment
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Problem for Premium and Secondary Brands
Premium brand ads appeared on nearly 30% of large sites, highlighting the ineffectiveness of current 
approaches to protecting the brands’ reputation and value.

Premium brands are those easily recognizable companies familiar to most consumers, and which suffer 
reputational damage when their ads appear on content theft site, often alongside ads for illicit sites 
and services.

Premium brands listed in Appendix D are only those whose ads were observed by MediaLink analysts 
visiting the sites in the sample. MediaLink found that: 

• Ads for premium brands appeared on 28.9% of large sites, 17.4% of medium and 13.1% of small sites.

• They appeared on 33.3% of DDL Hosts, 16.4% of Video Streaming Hosts, 11.7% of Linking Sites, 
and 9.7% of BitTorrent portals.

Advertising is often targeted by geography and by user interests as captured in browser cookies, so 
MediaLink’s US-based analysts would have seen different ads and brands than users in, say, Ukraine.

Many players in the advertising ecosystem profit from placement of ads on content theft sites, whether 
for premium brands or others. Programmatic placement may involve exchanges, networks, publishers 
and agencies, and each link in the chain offers weaknesses that can be exploited. While some have taken 
action in an attempt to prevent premium ads from appearing on infringing sites, clearly more needs to be 
done, and alternative approaches need to be explored to reduce this contribution by good companies to 
bad activities.

Secondary Brands and other Advertising
In addition to those blue-chip companies, legitimate “secondary” brands also can find their ads served 
into content theft sites through the complex and increasingly computer-driven ecosystem of ad networks 
and exchanges . Categories that MediaLink identified were:

• Casual Gaming: These are a range of online single- and multi-player warfare, fantasy and other 
games that typically require users to create accounts or download software. Game ads appeared on 
some 40% of the large sites reviewed.

• Online Gambling: Ads for online gambling and betting services, many of which may be regulated by 
consumer protection or other agencies, appeared on 10% of the large sites reviewed.

• Content Aggregator Sites: This broad category, which appeared on just over 20% of large sites, 
included links to non-premium aggregators of news and information, with varying degrees of 
legitimacy.

The remaining ads studied came from illicit sites and services, often placed next to premium or secondary 
brands.  Categories that MediaLink identified were: 

• Software/Malware Downloads: These are often hidden behind download buttons, or are presented 
via links or popups promoting a plug-in the user supposedly needs to view content, or as an update 
to legitimate software. The actual downloads often contain malware. These ads were extremely 
common, appearing on 60% of the large sites.

• Adult Content: This category includes ads for escort and other sexual services, porn and body part 
and sexual performance enhancements. Banners frequently display scantily clad or naked women. 
Adult content ads appeared on just over 20% of the large sites.

• Easy Money: This category includes business opportunities and get-rich-quick offers that encourage 
users to pay to receive the secrets to financial success or to participate in the advertiser’s scheme for 
wealth generation. These ads appeared on roughly 15% of the large sites reviewed.
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Note that the categories add up to more than 100% of the sites because these sites typically display more 
than one of the identified ad types.

Site Affiliations and Bad Actors
Cross-ownership and affiliations between sites help some operators evade enforcement and maximize 
profits, establishing networks of sites distributing the same stolen content. If one site is shut down by 
authorities, others may keep running. In addition, some site operators are linked to nefarious activities 
beyond content theft.

MediaLink asked Veri-Site, a web site risk assessment firm, to analyze the 596 sites in the sample. Veri-
Site found linkages from 32 of the primary domains. Veri-Site defines these linkages as connections 
among individuals, businesses and other web sites. It found 976 linkages to other web sites both within 

and outside the sample, as well as ownership or business affiliations 
among those 32 sample sites and 319 individuals and 332 entities, typically 
companies. This data suggests that while individuals may be operating 
many of the sites, some individuals and enterprises are operating multiple 
sites for additional revenue and to hedge their bets against enforcement.

The sites with the three largest networks were thepiratebay.se and 
bitsnoop.com, both large BitTorrent portals, and ufox.com, a small DDL 
Host Site. Altogether they had 223 connections: 137 for thepiratebay.se, 52 
for ufox.com and 34 for bitsnoop.com. These networks of sites highlight 
a strategy to conceal relationships with the parent, according to Veri-Site. 
With so many layers to the sites’ functioning, the risk is distributed, and 
their ability to evade various laws is enhanced. The sites also operate from 
various geographies, making it easier to evade legal action. For example, a 

total of 122 legal actions have been taken against these sites, yet they remained active during Q3 2013. 

ThePirateBay.se: This is the most notorious BitTorrent portal currently operating. Veri-Site found 
16 entities and 31 individuals with connections to this site. The individuals were identified as domain 
registrants, co-founders, lawyers and associates. Several of the co-founders have been convicted of 
copyright infringement and fined millions of dollars. In addition, Veri-Site identified 90 web sites linked to 
thepiratebay.se, many of them simply with different country-specific domains but also other BitTorrent 
portals and mirrors. Between April and December 2013, The Pirate Bay switched to domains of six 
different countries to evade authorities. Several of its co-founders have been convicted of hacking, fraud 
and copyright infringement.

Ultramegabit.com: Less well known, perhaps, is this medium-sized DDL that has linkages to 16 sites, 
entities and individuals. Its owner was convicted of consumer fraud and fined $400,000. His associates 
through a web of other sites include two companies that violated consumer protection laws while 
marketing PC registry-cleaning software. The owner of one was fined $400,000 and the other’s president 
was fined $75,000. 

Bitsnoop.com: Two registrants are connected to bitsnoop.com through 32 sites that include torrentcrazy.
com, a medium BitTorrent portal, and torrentreactor.net, a large BitTorrent portal, both of which are in 
the MediaLink sample. There also are linkages to zooqle.com, a BitTorrent site outside the sample, and to 
a number of mirror sites that contain copies of the content found on bitsnoop.com and other BitTorrent 
portals. Eight of the linked web sites are mirrors of thepiratebay.se.

Ufox.com: Two entities connect 50 web sites to ufox.com. Unlike the other two top sites, however, none of 
the linked sites in this example are content theft sites; almost all are either porn or unsavory content.

Other examples include:

Websites
976

Primary 
Domain

636

Individuals
332

Entities
319

Figure 10: Site Linkage 
Types (Veri-Site)

http://thepiratebay.se
http://bitsnoop.com
http://ufox.com
http://ufox.com
http://bitsnoop.com
http://ThePirateBay.se
http://Ultramegabit.com
http://Bitsnoop.com
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• Torrentzap.com, a small BitTorrent portal, is linked by a common postal address to fileindexer.com, a 
small Linking site also in the sample, and to fulldls.com, a small BitTorrent portal outside the sample.

• Desitorrents.com, a small BitTorrent portal, is linked by address and registrant to rutor.org, a large 
BitTorrent portal, and to argentinawarez.com, a medium Linking site. All three are in the MediaLink 
sample.

Veri-Site analysts research linkages among sites using open source and public domain information, as well 
as government agencies, news sources, domain registrations and payment registries. The company also 
includes in its research information from intellectual property holders attesting to infringement, governing 
bodies and law enforcement bulletins. Its analysts also visit and report on sites to capture data.

Segment Analysis

BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals
BitTorrent portals generate more ad revenue than any of the other segments, and the largest sites have 
the highest average operating margins, about 94%. 

The portals represented 23.5% of the sample sites 
but accounted for 50.3% of advertising revenue, 
accounting for $28.5 million in the quarter, or 
$114 million annually. Large BitTorrent portals 
represented just 10.4% of the 144 sites in the 
segment but accounted for 81.3% of the aggregate 
segment ad revenue and 40.9% of the aggregate 
ad revenue across the entire sample.

Average monthly page views for the segment 
(52.5 million) are significantly more those of any 
other, most of them displaying ads, along with 
the second highest average monthly number of 
unique visitors (2.7 million) account for the sites’ 

significant revenue. While small BitTorrent sites have the lowest top-line revenue, the average small site 
can still make nearly $100,000 annually with very little overhead or infrastructure.

Despite BitTorrent portals’ notoriety as sources of stolen content, premium brand ads appeared on 13.3% 
of large, 13.9% of medium and 7.5% of small BitTorrent portals.

Linking Sites
Linking Sites represented 47.5% of the 
representative sample, reflecting the extremely 
low barriers to entry in this segment. In fact, the 
235 small Linking sites alone represent 39.4% of 
the entire representative sample; however, they 
only accounted for 6.5% of overall aggregate ad 
revenue. 

Nonetheless, even small Linking sites, like small 
BitTorrent sites, can net $100,000 in ad revenue a 
year, with margins of 80% or more. Large portals, 
on the other hand, make up just 2.5% of the 283 
sites in the segment but account for 27.2% of the 
aggregate quarterly ad revenue of $16.5 million. 

Ad Revenue Cost Margin

Average Quarterly Results

Small $22,358 $3,147 85.9%

Medium $89,643 $13,877 84.5%

Large $1,545,417 $91,724 94.1%

Aggregate Quarterly Results

Small $2,079,334 $292,691

Medium $3,227,159 $499,556

Large $23,181,252 $1,375,863

Table 2: Torrent Portal Average/Aggregate Results

Ad Revenue Cost Margin

Average Quarterly Results

Small $15,706 $3,149 79.9%

Medium $203,694 $20,868 89.8%

Large $642,621 $80,462 87.5%

Aggregate Quarterly Results

Small $3,690,915 $740,069

Medium $8,351,446 $855,597

Large $4,498,344 $563,233

Table 3: Linking Sites Average, Aggregate Results
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Large Linking sites made up just 1.2% of the entire sample, while accounting for 7.9% of the aggregate 
quarterly ad revenue.

Overall, Linking Sites had the lowest average number of unique visitors compared with other segments, at 
less than 1 million, reflecting the large percentage of small sites in the segment. The large sites averaged 
8.7 million unique visitors, reflecting the value of scale. Overall, Linking Sites averaged 13.0 million page 
views, the lowest segment. Note that the average is reduced by the extremely large number of small sites.

Premium brands appeared on nearly a third (28.6%) of large, 17.1% of medium and 10.2% of small  
Linking sites.

Video Streaming Host Sites
Video Streaming Host Sites represented 12.6% of the sample, and 
accounted for 12.1%, or $6.9 million, of the aggregate quarterly advertising 
revenue, or $27.6 million per year. Large sites represented 20% of the 75 
sites in the segment and accounted for 67.8% of the aggregate segment 
ad revenue. Margins are not reported here because a number of the sites in 
this segment offer subscription access, requiring infrastructure for account 
management, e-commerce and storage that is not directly related to 
advertising revenue.

Video Streaming Hosts attracted an average monthly 2.3 million unique 
visitors and averaged 33.4 million page views for the quarter.

Premium brands appeared on 33.3% of large, 15.4% of medium and 8.8% 
of small Video Streaming Hosts.

Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites
DDLs generate some ad revenue but are primarily subscription-based. Ads 
are displayed on upload and download pages, and the sites offer premium 
accounts for a monthly subscription fee that ranges from $5 to $15 to get 
rid of ads and for increased download speeds.

DDLs have higher barriers to entry and overall costs than other segments. 
Because DDLs’ infrastructure and operations are scaled to support user 
management, e-commerce and storage and not directly tied to advertising 
revenue, their margins are not reported here.

DDLs comprised 15.8% of the sample but accounted for 8.4%, or $4.8 
million, of the aggregate quarterly advertising revenue – or $19.2 million per 
year. Large DDLs represented just 8.5V% of the 94 sites in the segment but 
accounted for 64.7% of the aggregate segment ad revenue.

DDLs attracted the largest average monthly number of visitors at 2.6 million, and ranked third in average 
total page views at 29.4 million.

Premium brands appeared on 50% of large, 22.9% of medium and 39.2% of small DDLs.

Ad Revenue

Average Quarterly Results

Small $15,573

Medium $64,672

Large $310,769

Aggregate Quarterly Results

Small $529,480

Medium $1,681,477

Large $4,661,535

Table 4: Video Streaming 
Host Average, Aggregate  
Ad Revenue

Ad Revenue

Average Quarterly Results

Small $7,864

Medium $36,610

Large $385,515

Aggregate Quarterly Results

Small $401,087

Medium $1,281,344

Large $3,084,123

Table 5: DDL Host Sites 
Average, Aggregate Ad 
Revenue
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Content theft sites are making millions in revenue, at high margins, from advertising. Creating a content 
theft site is inexpensive and requires little technological expertise, making ad-supported content theft 
“easy money” for bad actors. Exacerbating the problem for rights-protected content owners and many 
unwitting premium and secondary brand advertisers are the concurrent trends of a dramatically growing 
online global universe hungry for cheap, new content, and the explosion of programmatic buying and 
selling of advertising.

To date, efforts to degrade the viability of ad-supported theft have had only marginal impact and success, 
as the perpetrators evade detection with considerable ease.

The presence of ads for legitimate brands on content theft sites should be an incentive for those brand 
marketers to press agencies, ad networks and exchanges to strengthen current blocking methods and to 
develop new ones. 

The online advertising industry knows this is a problem.  As an ad industry insider told MediaLink, “Even 
one premium brand ad on one of these sites is too many.” Another said that having one’s brand appear 
on content theft sites alongside the kinds of ads that are common there “is a bad day at the office for a 
brand marketer.”

DCA is not alone in sounding this call to action.

In an August 2013 op-ed, Bob Liodice, the President and CEO of the Association of National Advertisers 
wrote about the threat of online piracy: “The volume and availability of traffic on rogue sites may be 
tempting.  But rest assured, it is in everyone’s best interest to demonstrate support for brands by 
protecting them from compromising situations.  Our industry must combat and halt the content pirates 
hijacking our ads.”

Randall Rothenberg, the President and CEO of the Interactive Advertising Bureau, said at IAB’s 
Annual Leadership Meeting in February 2014: “Advertising, much of it purchased via automated 
systems, inadvertently supports web sites that deliberately steal and distribute movies, music, and 
other copyrighted intellectual property, leading to an untold fortune in losses annually to news and 
entertainment companies.”

A coordinated effort by all stakeholders in the online advertising ecosystem is urgently required to 
preserve the value of digital media and help make the Internet a safer marketplace for legitimate 
commerce.  

Advertisers and ad agencies, networks and exchanges can start by 
enhancing their voluntary best practice standards. The technology and 
services to identify and filter out content theft sites are available and 
should be adopted in the online advertising community. Just as brands 
do not advertise on porn or hate sites, they can take steps to assure 
they are not on content theft sites.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: P&L DETAIL
As noted above, sites that offered infringing content with no advertising were excluded from the research.

Ad-Supported: BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals, and Linking Sites examined by MediaLink were 
exclusively ad-supported. The research found impression-, click-, and action-based models in use. The 
action-based approach applied to what was sometimes identified as affiliate programs, wherein the sites 
generated revenue by displaying to users opportunities to sign up for a program or a gaming service, or 
where they could download software, which often turned out to be loaded with malware. 

Ad- and Subscription-Supported: Direct Download (DDL) Hosts and about one-third of Video Streaming 
Hosts were supported by subscription access as well as advertising. These were typically “freemium” 
services where users could create a free account, but with throttled download speeds and ads displayed. 
To eliminate ads and to get full-speed downloads, users have to buy a premium package, typically at 
one-, three-, six- and 12-month terms with discounts as high as 50% off the monthly rate for longer 
subscriptions. Direct exploration of the sites, including creating both free and premium accounts and 
uploading and downloading content, verified the sites’ fees and download bounties. Some sites offer 
users bounties for downloads of the users’ content and for subscriptions resulting from downloads.

The goal of this research was to understand the profitability of ad-supported content theft, so the 
discussion focuses on just the ad-supported aspects of the business, and the costs and margins for 
subscription-supported sites are not reported here. What follows is an explanation of the data points and 
assumptions underlying ad-supported content theft sites.

Revenue
Advertising revenue, as noted, has three components: CPM- or impression-based, CPC- or click-based, 
and CPA- or action-based. Impression revenue derives from a fee per thousand views of an ad; click-based 
advertising, a la Google AdWords, generates revenue only when users click a banner or link; and CPA pays 
when a user completes some action, such as downloading and installing software or registering on a site.

CPM Revenue
Impression-specific data points are:

• Page Views (PVs): The monthly average of page views for July, August and September 2013, from 
comScore. For the model, this data was used to estimate ad revenue.

• Percent of Page Views with Ads (% Ads): These assumptions are part of the ad revenue calculation 
and are based on MediaLink visits to the sites as well as external research. The percentage 
assumptions by segment are as follows:

 - BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals: These sites generally do not show ads on the home page but 
do on almost all other pages displayed. Assumption is 80% (a 20% reduction of the comScore 
average) to be multiplied by CPM (cost per thousand) defined below to arrive at CPM ad revenue.

 - Linking Sites: Assumed 95% as virtually all pages on all Linking Sites display ads.

 - Video Streaming Host Sites: Assumed 75%. One-third of sites are DDL-model sites, which we 
assume have ads on 30% of page views; two-thirds are linking-type sites, which we assume have 
ads on 95% of page views. Average is roughly 75%. Sources are MediaLink site visits and external 
research.

 - Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites: Assumed 50%. Ads only display on upload and download 
pages, conservatively estimated at half of page views.
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 - Number of Ad Positions per Page (# Ads): This is an average by functional and size segment 
based on MediaLink researchers’ site visits and direct observation.

• Fraud Multiplier (% Fraud): Impression fraud is a significant challenge to the advertising ecosystem 
and is likely to be even more significant in the content theft ecosystem. Fraud includes such benign 
practices as pop-unders, where ads are launched behind a user’s primary browser window, as well 
as activities such as stacking ads in nested iframes and embedding ad calls in single-pixel images 
that viewers can never see. The research did not include analysis of log files or data streams, 
and assumptions for the financial model rely on a combination of third-party sources and direct 
observation of sites’ business models.

 - BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals: Assumed 30%, based on industry reports.

 - Linking Sites: Assumed 30%, based on business model equivalence to P2P sites.

 - Video Streaming Host Sites: Assumed 20%, adjusting the 30% metric for P2P and Linking sites to 
account for the number of Video Streaming sites with a DDL-like business model.

 - Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites: Assumed 10%, adjusting the 30% metric based on site visit 
observations that DDL sites have by far more functional pages for account management and 
signup, and don’t show ads to premium users, resulting in less apparent opportunity for fraud.

• Percent of Page Views Generating Pop-ups (% Pop-Ups): Based on MediaLink site visits, researchers 
extrapolated that 30% of page views and clicks generated pop-up or pop-under ads.

• Pop-Up Multiplier (# Pop-Ups): While visiting sites, MediaLInk researchers counted the number of 
pop-ups and pop-unders displayed. This data point is an average by functional and size segment.

• Percent of Premium Brand Ads (% Prem): MediaLink researchers visited each site and counted the 
number of premium ads displayed. This data point is an average by functional and size segment.

• Non-Premium CPM ($ Non-Prem): Based on MediaLink expertise and research with advertising 
industry members, ads on content theft sites are likely delivered at low CPMs. This reflects the 
overwhelmingly low quality of most advertisers, including adult dating and gambling sites, games, 
get-rich-quick schemes, etc. The assumption was a CPM of $0.50 (50 cents) per thousand ads 
displayed.

• Premium CPM ($ Prem): Based on MediaLink expertise and research with advertising industry 
members, the assumption is that where premium ads appear they are delivered programmatically by 
exchanges to fulfill the dregs of campaigns. As such, rates are assumed to be the same for premium 
and non-premium ads.

Average CPM revenue per site was calculated by functional and size segment, and derived as shown here:

Base Impressions = (PVs x % Ads x # Ads)

Fraudulent Impressions = Base Impressions x % Fraud

Pop-Up Impressions = Base Impressions x % Pop-Ups x # Pop-Ups

Total Ad Impressions = Base Impressions + Fraud Impressions + Pop-Up Impressions

Premium CPM Revenue = $ Prem x (Total Ad Impressions x % Prem)

Non-Premium CPM Revenue = $ Non-Prem x (Total Ad Impressions - % Prem)

Total CPM Revenue = Premium CPM Revenue + Non-Premium CPM Revenue

Cost-Per-Click (CPC) Revenue
The second advertising model involves payment for each user click on a banner or text link. For click-
based (CPC) advertising, these additional data fields and calculations apply:

• Click-Through Rate (CTR): Based on MediaLink expertise and research with advertising industry 
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members, assumed a click-through rate of 0.08% (eight one-hundredths of one percent).

• Cost Per Click (CPC): Based on MediaLink expertise and research with advertising industry members, 
assumed a cost-per-click rate of $0.21 (21 cents) per click.

CPC Revenue = Total Ad Impressions x CTR x CPC

Cost-Per-Action (CPA) Revenue
The final ad model involves paying for users’ completion of an action, generally as part of lead generation 
activities. Based on MediaLink site visits, the participants in this model in the content theft ecosystem are 
overwhelmingly software (and malware) distributors, as well as gaming and gambling sites.

For action-based (CPA) advertising, these additional data fields and calculations apply:

• Percent of Sites with Affiliates (% Affils): Based on MediaLink site visits, this is an average 
percentage by functional and size segment of those with ads linking off-site to pages where actions 
were to be completed.

• Number of Affiliate Links (# Affils): Based on MediaLink site visits, this is an average number by 
functional and size segment of CTA links in sites.

• CTA Action Rate (CTA): Based on MediaLink expertise and research with advertising industry 
members, assumed conversion rate of 0.01% (one one-hundredth of one percent).

• Cost-Per-Action Fee (CPA): Based on MediaLink expertise and research with advertising industry 
members, assumed revenue per completed action of $0.75 (75 cents).

CPA/Affiliate Revenue = (PVs x % Affils x # Affils) x CTA x CPA

Operating Costs
Sites in the content theft ecosystem do not report revenues or operating costs, so assumptions were 
based on generally accepted practices for similar types of ad- and subscription-supported sites, and used 
some third-party data. The research considered direct costs for hosting and indirect costs for staff and 
other overhead.

General Costs
Regardless of business model, web sites have hosting costs and some cost for human resources, whether 
those are employees or freelancers. The following additional data points and calculations were used for 
these costs applicable to all sites.

• Monthly Hosting Costs: MediaLink used the site MuStat (www.mustat.com) for hosting costs. The 
site compiles data from a number of sources and appears to base its calculations on a combination 
of unique visitors, page views, bandwidth utilization estimates and location. While more detail about 
its observations is not available, Mustat provides a consistent and conservative number for the sites.

• Head Count: Estimated number of people involved in operating the sites, based on research and 
general expertise in web site operations. This varies significantly based on the size and type of 
site. For example, small BitTorrent and Linking sites are likely run by one person, probably with no 
additional full-time employees. The need for staff likely increases with size as more effort is required 
to manage additional servers and to deal with affiliate and advertising relationships and compliance 
with DMCA takedown requests. DDLs and DDL-like Video Streaming sites, on the other hand, are 
more complicated. They involve e-commerce, subscription and account management, significant 
content storage infrastructure, and integration with content distribution networks (CDNs), to name a 
few key functions.

http://www.mustat.com
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 - BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals: Assumed 0.25 FTE for small, 1.0 FTE for medium and 5 FTE 
for large sites. Torrent software is increasingly common and not difficult to operate, and once 
sites are built ongoing operation would mainly focus on monitoring, indexing and dealing with 
advertising. 

 - Linking Sites: Assumed 0.25 FTE for small, 1.5 FTE for medium and 5 FTE for large sites.

 - Video Streaming Host Sites: Assumed 0.25 FTE for small sites, which operate the same as small 
BitTorrent and Linking sites. The DDL model only exists in the medium and large segments, where 
the average FTE count was adjusted downward slightly to accommodate the blend of DDL-type 
and portal-type sites. For medium sites, assumed 2.0 FTEs and 4.0 for large sites.

 - Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites: Assumed 0.5 FTE for small, 2.5 FTE for medium and 6 FTE 
for large sites. As noted above, these are more complicated to maintain and there’s need for 
customer service and marketing resource that doesn’t apply to torrent and Linking sites.

• Average Monthly Salary: Based on published salaries for web and system administrators and 
developers, assumed an average monthly salary per person of $4,000.

• Overhead: Most sites in the content theft ecosystem are presumed to operate without offices and 
that the only significant infrastructure beyond hosting and network. That likely changes as the sites 
grow and especially in regard to DDLs, which as noted have more complex needs. To account for 
overhead despite the opacity of the business, researchers assumed overhead of 0%-1% of revenue for 
BitTorrent, Linking and Video Streaming sites and 1% across the board for DDLs. 
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APPENDIX B: COST & REVENUE DETAIL
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APPENDIX C: SITES STUDIED
Note: Sites marked with an asterisk were no longer active as of January 2014, but were active during  
Q3 2013. 

BitTorrent and Other P2P Portals 
Large
bitsnoop.com
extratorrent.com
fast-torrent.ru
isohunt.com*
rutor.org
rutracker.org
t411.me
tfile.me
thepiratebay.sx
torrentdownloads.me
torrenthound.com
torrentino.com
torrentreactor.net
torrentz.eu

Medium
bigtracker.org
bitlordsearch.com
cpasbien.me
gamestorrents.com
ilcorsaronero.info
jptorrent.org*
katmirror.com
katushka.net
kinozal.tv
limetorrents.com
megashara.com
monova.org
nowfilms.ru
pirateproxy.net
rarbg.com
seedpeer.me
smartorrent.com
tfile.org
tnttorrent.info
torlock.com
torrent.cd
torrentcrazy.com
torrentfunk.com
torrent-games.net
torrentino.ru
torrentline.net
torrentor.net
torrentportal.com
torrentroom.com
torrents.net
torrentszona.com
vertor.com

vitorrent.org
yify-torrents.com
yourbittorrent.com
yyets.com

Small
10torrent.net
5gg.biz
absolutorrent.com
ahashare.com
ba3a.org.ua
bayproxy.org
bigtorrent.org
bit2bit.org
bitcoca.com
bitnova.info
bitreactor.to
bit-torrent.bz
bt-chat.com
btmon.com
byte.to
chhola.com
crazy-torrent.com
cztorrent.net
desitorrents.com
dht-tracker.org
emuleday.com
filesstoreroom.com
firebit.org
freestorrent.com
free-torrents.org
friends-torrent.com
fulldls.com
goldenshara.com
hdreactor.org
helltorrents.com
jarochos.net
kickassunblock.info
kinokubik.com
kino-zal.tv
kinsburg.ru
lanunbay.org
limetorrents.net
megatorrents.kg
megatorrents.org
netz.ru
newtorrents.info
nowtorrents.com
online-freebee.ru

opensharing.org
ourrelease.org
piratebayalternative.me*
pirateby.info
pirateproxy.nl
piratereverse.info
polskie-torrenty.pl
pslan.com
psychocydd.co.uk
publichd.se
rapidzona.com
realtorrentz.com
rustorka.com
rustorrents.org
rus-torrents.ru
silvertorrent.org
sparkmovies.com
streamzone.org
tamiltorrents.net
tapochek.net
titanshare.to
torentilo.com
torrentazos.com*
torrentbar.com
torrentbee.com*
torrentbutler.eu
torrent-cinema.net
torrentdownloadz.com
torrentfilms.net
torrent-films.net
torrent-finder.info
torrent-francais.com
torrent-free.ru
torrentkereso.hu
torrent-loco.com.ar
torrentman.com
torrento.net
torrentom.com
torrents.to
torrent-shara.net
torrent-shara.org
torrents-load.net
torrentv.org
torrentz.me
torrentzap.com
torrtilla.ru
tvboxnow.com
unionpeer.org
utorrents.org
zlotracker.org
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Linking Sites 

Large
filestube.com
filmix.net
free-tv-video-online.me
kinox.to
myegy.com
watchfreemovies.ch
zerx.ru

Medium
1channelmovie.com
1kinobig.ru
1tvlive.in
argentinawarez.com
bobfilm.net
castordownloads.net
cinetube.es
couchtuner.eu
cwer.ws
desirulez.net
desitvforum.net
divxonline.info
ekino.tv
eqla3.com
filetram.com
filmlinks4u.net
ganool.com
gratispeliculas.org
identi.li
ikinokz.net
kinobar.net
kinopod.ru
letmewatchthis.ru
m5zn.com
masteetv.com
newalbumreleases.net
nnm-club.ru
peb.pl
peliculasyonkis.com
primewire.ag
seedoff.net
stepashka.com
torrentfrancais.com
uakino.net
urgrove.com
video.az
vn-zoom.com
watchseries.lt
watchseries-online.eu
worldfree4u.com
zone-telechargement.com

Small
1movie.ru
300mblinks.com
3dl.tv
5fantastic.pl

720pmkv.com
720pmovies.net
990.ro
actorpedia.net
ajo.pl
albumhunt.com
alive-ua.com
allcandl.org
allyoulike.com
astatalk.com
atomload.at
baixardegraca.com.br
baixeturbo.org
bajui.com
bartzmovie.com
bergfiles.com
berglib.com
bochinchewarez.com
btarena.org
burning-seri.es
byhero.com
cinemaaz.com
cinevip.org
cokeandpopcorn.ch
collb9.org
come.in
coolmoviezone.com
copywarez.com
dacho.co.il
dangbuon.com
darkmachine.pl
ddl-search.biz
ddlvalley.eu
derinport.in
descargamela.com
descargarpelicula2.com
desicorner.net
directoriow.com
divxadresi.com
divxatope.com
divxm.com
divxm.net
dl4all.com
dl4v.com
downloadarquivo.com
downloadbox.me
downtr.co
downtwarez.com
dupemonkey.com
egybest.com
enlacewarez.com*
epidemz.net
ergor.org
esdvx.com
estrenosgo.com
estrenosonline.org

exclusivitees.eu
excluzive.net
exsite.pl
fastdown.info
fdmovie.com
filebeta.com
filebox8.com
fileindexer.com
filemirrors.info
filenewz.com
filerapid.pl
files4you.org
fileshut.com
fileslinx.com
filesocean.net
filesresidence.com
filessearcher.com
fileszona.com
film-stream.tv
forum-maximus.net
forumtv.pl
free-filmy.ru
freerutor.com
french-movies.net
freshupnow.com
ftdworld.net*
fullepisode.info
fullmovie-kolkata.com
fullpelis.com
fullseries.net
fzmovies.net
general-search.net
getmediafire.com
golden-ddl.com
gram24.pl
hatemtai.com
hdkinoklub.ru
hd-world.org
hinditvlinks4u.ch
hnmovies.com
hotfilesearch.com
hotshare.pl
identi.info
ineedfile2.com
itvmovie.eu
iwannawatch.ch
iwatchonline.to
kinodoma.net
kinoxa-x.ru
kinoylei.ru
klipzona.net
kohit.net
leecher.to
letitbit-files.net
libertyland.tv
linexdown.net
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Linking Sites (continued) 

linxdown.me
majaa.net
mamega.com
mayonez.net
mechoddl.com
mechodownload.com
mediafire.li
mediafire.vc
mediafiredownloads.net
mediafirehbo.com
mediafiremoviez.com
mediafiretrends.com
megaparadiz.com*
megauploaders.com
megawarez.eu
mesddl.net
moloto4ka.net
mov1.ru
movie2k.tv
movie2kproxy.com
moviedetector.com
moviesberg.com
moviesdatacenter.com
moviesnhacks.com
movieswamp.com
moviezet.tv
moviz.net
mp4yukle.com
nabolister.com
neomaks.ru
netzor.org
newdivx.net
newpct.com
nizaika.ru
norapidsearch.com
novycinema.ru
onlinemix.ru
onlinemoviesplayer.com
ourphorum.com
peliculaswarez.com

pirat.ca
planetakino.com
plus-soft.ru
pordescargadirecta.com
posteando.com
powerddl.com
precyl.com
proc.com.ua
programaswarez.com
prostokino.net
ps3iso.com
qiq.ru
qkshare.com
raidrush.ws
rapidbizz.com
rapide-ddl.com
rapidfiledownload.com
rapidmoviez.com
rapidog.com
rlsbb.com
rlslog.net
rl-team.net
roomyshare.com
rpds-download.net
rslinks.org
ru-admin.net
saugking.net
scteam.net
sharepirate.com
sharethefiles.com
skatay.com
soft-6.com
soft-best.ws
soft-catalog.net
softvnn.com
speedlounge.in
streaming-ddl.net*
streamxd.com
super-warez.net
takeavailable.com

tehparadox.com
telechargementz.org
telecharger-tout.com
teluga.com
thalathalapathy.com
thedarewall.com
timeparty.com
tinydl.com
tkshare.com
tnt24.info
todotaringa.com
top-hitz.com
tumejortv.com
tvcric.com
tvmuze.com
twilight.ws
ultra-vid.com
vagoslatino.com
vcdq.com
videoanons.ru
vidics.ch
viz4u.net
vostfr-gb.com
vpsite.ru
war4u.sk
warcenter.cz
warez-home.net
warmacher.com
watch-free-movie-online.net
watchonlineseries.eu
watchtvfree.me
watchtvseries.ch
wawacity.su
waz-warez.org
wewatchmoviesfree.net
xitwarez.ru
xmovies8.com
za-friko.com
zonaplus.net
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Video Streaming Host Sites 
Large
allmyvideos.net
bigcinema.tv
chomikuj.pl
ex.ua
flashx.tv
kinobanda.net
kinostok.tv
movshare.net
novamov.com
nowvideo.eu
played.to
sockshare.com
veoh.com
videoweed.es
vodly.to

Medium
allserials.tv
baskino.com
bestkino.su
faststream.in
films-online.su
kinohome.net
kinomaniak.tv
kinomoov.net
kinoprosmotr.net

minizal.net
moiserialy.net
movierulz.com
movpod.in
movreel.com
movzap.com
nosvideo.com
online-life.ru
playtube.pl
purevid.com
the-cinema.ru
tushkan.net
uploadc.com
vidbull.com
vidbux.com
videobam.com
ziddu.com

Small
2gb-hosting.com
300mbfilms.com
arm-tube.am
delishows.com
dom-filmov.ru
dpstream.tv
esoft.me
fifostream.tv

film4ik.ru
filmodrom.net
glowgaze.com
hddiziizle.com
kino-az.net
kinoclips.net
kinolot.com
kinolubim.ru
kinomatrix.com
kinovam.com
levtor.org
linecinema.org
mytv.kz
mytvline.com
nzbmovieseeker.com
series-cravings.tv
smotri-filmu.ru
smusla.net
tubemotion.com
videobb.com
videonette.com
videoxalyava.ru
vipzal.tv
vreer.com
vzale.tv
zalaa.com
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Direct Download (DDL) Host Sites 
Large
4shared.com
bitshare.com
depositfiles.com
freakshare.net
rapidgator.net
sendspace.com
turbobit.net
uptobox.com

Medium
180upload.com
1fichier.com
akafile.com
billionuploads.com
cloudzer.net
crocko.com
divxstage.eu
eyny.com
filecloud.io
filepost.com
fshare.vn
ge.tt
hipfile.com
hugefiles.net
junocloud.me
lumfile.com
megafiles.se
megashares.com
novafile.com
queenshare.com
rghost.net
sharebeast.com

share-online.biz
solidfiles.com
tusfiles.net
uloz.to
ulozto.net
ultramegabit.com
uploadbaz.com
uploading.com
vidhog.com
vidup.me
vip-file.com
xvidstage.com
yunfile.com

Small
4upfiles.com
albafile.com
arabloads.com
batshare.com
bayfiles.com
cramit.in
creafile.net
data.hu
dataport.cz
davvas.com
easybytez.com
easyfiles.pl
epicshare.net
euroshare.eu
exoshare.com
expressleech.com
fastshare.cz
fileflyer.com

fileparadox.in
fileplaneta.com
files2upload.net
filesflash.com
filevice.com
gigasize.com
hellupload.com
henchfile.com
hitfile.net
hostingbulk.com
hulkfile.eu
hulkload.com
jheberg.net
jumbofiles.org
load.to
muchshare.net
multiup.org
myuplbox.com
myupload.dk
prefiles.com
project-free-upload.com
rapidfileshare.net
rodfile.com
sanshare.com
sendmyway.com
sendspace.pl
sharefiles.co
sinhro.net
speedshare.eu
swankshare.com
ufox.com
upfile.biz
uploadboy.com
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APPENDIX D: PREMIUM BRANDS APPEARING  
ON SAMPLE SITES
The following premium brands were observed by MediaLink analysts during visits to the sites  
in the sample.

Aereo 
Air Wick 
Airborne
Allstate
Ally  Bank 
Amazon
Amazon (Audible) 
American Express
American Girl
Ancestry.com
Angry Birds 
Ann Taylor 
AT&T 
Autonomy 
Banana Republic 
Benjamin Franklin Paint
Birchbox
Bose
BP 
Broadway Theatre 
Cablevision 
Chevrolet
Chromecast
Citrix
Clarks
Clinton Foundation 
Crate & Barrel
Crest
Dell 
Delsun

Delsym 
Delta
Dish Network
Dominos
Durex 
Extended Stay America
Facebook
Fiat
Ford
GE 
GEICO 
GloboTech 
Google 
Google Nexus
Grainger
H&M
Hulu Plus 
Iceland
istockphoto.com
Jcrew 
Keller Graduate School of 
Management
Keurig
L.L. Bean
Lego
LG 
Lime-a-way
McDonalds
Merck & Co.
Microsoft

Microsoft (Bing) 
Monster.com 
Motorola
NYU Langone 
Opel Auto
Petsmart 
Progressive
Puffs
Rackspace
RAM
REI
Sapphire 
Seattle’s Best
Sensodyne  
Target
TD Bank
Time Warner Cable
Toyota
Ugg
UNICEF
Verizon
Wall Street Journal 
Walmart
Western Union
Whole Foods 
Xfinity
Zales
Zappos
zipcar
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